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Many of you will have been wondering what’s happened to

the GA President over the last few months - he seems to

have dropped off the radar quite spectacularly. Well, in

reality, I did and it certainly wasn’t planned. On December

23rd I was asked to call in at Watford General Hospital for

some blood test results and they would only let me out

some seven weeks later after clearing me of a serious blood

infection. Unfortunately, they

were only willing to let me go

as far as the Hammersmith

Hospital as they had also

discovered that I had a

genetic abnormality of my

aortic heart valve and this

resulted in valve replacement

surgery in February. So, after

several days in intensive care

and several weeks of “rest

and recuperation” I am doing

my best to return to a more

normal schedule.

During all this time the

established infra-structure of

the GA continued to move

forward inexorably, ably guided by Di Clements, Sarah, Rory

Mortimore, Graham Williams and the rest of the GA Council.

I am deeply indebted to them all for their unstinting support

to me personally, whilst at the same time, looking after all

the needs of the Association. It was re-assuring throughout

my time in hospital to know that everything that would

normally have called on my attention was being looked after

by the rest of Council. I cannot say a big enough “thank

you” for all this support. It was amazing.

During the early Spring one matter that has continued to

arise has been that of Geology in our schools, or the

potential total lack of it. I realise I’m preaching to the

converted when addressing the GA membership, but by

using this opportunity to harness my thoughts on this

matter we can all use this as impetus to raise our voices on

this extremely important matter. 

When I start receiving emails entitled “A level Geology

under threat” it’s not just worrying, it’s totally

incomprehensible. Just consider the fact that when asked as

part of a public survey to state true or false for the

statement that “Common salt is made from calcium

carbonate” 37% of the respondents answered “True” and

another third answered “Don’t know”. In the same survey, a

third of respondents thought that the earliest humans co-

existed with the dinosaurs. Hollywood has a huge amount to

answer for.

As a geologist who has spent a career working in the oil

industry, I cannot remember the number of times that I’ve

had to explain to non-geologists that oil and gas do not

occur in huge underground caverns. Before you all start

sending me messages about the Rospo mare oil field in Italy

- I know about that one exception! These are all simple,

fundamental concepts, including the chemical composition

of what we put onto our food daily and the time span for

various life forms on Earth. If two thirds of the population

doesn’t know the answer to the first of these how can we

expect them to understand how geological interpretations of

past environments can be used as proxies for climate

change in the future. We’re really entering the realms of

science fiction with this one.

This is where, although I

hate to quote Tony Blair,

“Education, education,

education!” comes into the

equation. The general

population will start to

understand what salt is made

of and where it comes from

when they’ve been introduced

to a lump of rock salt. This

can be built into elementary

chemistry to begin with but

by the time school students

are making their choices of AS

and A levels it’s ridiculous to

assume that the option of just

choosing Physics, Maths and

Chemistry will prepare all suitable candidates for university

entrance to a Geology degree course.

This is where I nail my personal colours to the Geology A

level mast and expose my failings as a “pure scientist”. At O

level I scraped a pass in Maths and I failed Physics (twice).

My school had a peculiar A level timetabling system which

failed to allow me to take both Geography and Biology, both

of which I had passed at O level very securely. So I was

coerced into studying A level Chemistry together with

Biology and Geology. Thank goodness mine was a

remarkable school which had a long history of Geology

teaching at A level. I also studied A level General Studies.

The outcome of all this was that I failed the Chemistry -

no surprise to either myself or my Chemistry teacher. I

achieved good passes in Geology, Biology and General

studies, sufficient to secure me a place at the University of

Sheffield. After that, the rest is history, as the teachings of

Neves, Downie, Moore et al. led me straight into a career in

Palaeontology and Stratigraphy. 

If you tell all scientists to study Maths, Physics and

Chemistry at A level then inevitably they will virtually all go

on to become chemists, physicists, mathematicians and

maybe even engineers. However, if I had been forced to go

that route I would never have got to university at all and

would certainly never have had the enjoyable experience

I’ve had for forty five years going on field trips, finding

fossils and trying to understand the myriad of geological

conundrums I get exposed to daily. It’s been great. It was

down to the fact that I was taught A level Geology by

enthusiastic geologists. Long may this option continue. 

Please contact me if you want to know how you can

support the future of A level Geology at

president@geologistsassociation.org.uk 

FROM THE PRESIDENT Dr. Haydon Bailey
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Council is pleased to welcome Colin Prosser as Senior Vice

President. He will remain as Chair of Publications and

Communications and replaces Rory Mortimore who now steps

down from Council after 4 very energetic years. Five new

members were elected at our Annual General Meeting on 1st

May.  Richard Pollock (already co-opted for Sponsorship and

Marketing), Rebecca Bell for Student Liaison and 3 ordinary

members: Tony Brook, John Cooper and Roger Lloyd. The

President thanked Rory and the other retiring members, Tony

Brook (coincidentally the same name as our new recruit),

Roger Le Voir and Paul Winrow, A

full list of Council Members can be

found on p.5 and this year’s

Award Winners are featured on

p.6 & p.7.

The Annual Report is available

on the GA website under About

Us/GA Council. Included in the

report is a list of members who

have remained loyal for 50 years

and certificates have been sent.

Many congratulations to all of

them.

Council propose a new Award

for geologists at an early stage in

their career, to be called the

Halstead Award This will be in

addition to the Halstead Medal.

Details of the Special General

Meeting on 3rd July to approve

new Regulations for the award

can be found on p.7-8.

Gerald Lucy has taken on the

job of revamping the GA

Photographic Competition and

creating a GA calendar for 2016.

This will go on sale at the GA

Festival of Geology on 7

November and the deadline for

submitting entries has been

brought forward to 25 September. Full details and entry

forms are on the website. 

At the regular meeting of the Presidents of the Geological

Society and the GA in February we discussed ways in which

the two organisations could collaborate on educational

initiatives. We would like to remind members that in 2008, as

part of our 150th anniversary celebrations, we produced a

series of PowerPoint lectures for use in schools. These are still

relevant and can be found on the website under

Research/Education. The GA has now published the promised

list of Publications of Geotrails and Building Stone walks

detailing the start points of most of the Itineraries in our own

GA Guides and also those of our Local Groups and Affiliated

Societies. Very many thanks to everyone who has contributed

so far. This is just a start and if any of you know of additional

guides do please send details to the office in a similar format

to the entries on the website:

www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/geotrails.html.

The list is arranged in regions and the pdf is searchable. In

due course there will be a link to the

BGS interactive GeoBritain map

which will flag the start points, We

hope that these itineraries will be

used by non-geologists and schools

as well as geologists.

This year we are celebrating 200

years since the publication of the first

geological map, created by William

Smith in 1815. The GA was invited to

the unveiling by Sir David

Attenborough of the plaque in

Smith’s honour at 15 Buckingham

Street behind the York Watergate on

Victoria Embankment. The date, 23

March, marked Smith’s birthday and

was followed by a reception and talks

at the Geological Society who are

hosting all the Smith events on their

website. A separate event launched

the anthology of poems after William

Smith with readings in Burlington

House. The GA acknowledged ‘Strata

Smith’ at our stand at Lyme Regis

this year.

You will notice that in this edition of

the GA Magazine we have pared

down the Circular. We still list events

of our groups when they are

submitted to the office but only the

names and websites of other groups are shown. If you want

an event advertised please make sure you send details to

Sarah Stafford in the office. We will also add the details to the

GA website.

Included with the magazine is an A5 slip about the new

edition of the Green Booklet, which will  update the rules,

award winners, list of officers and list of Members. Please let

the office know if you do not want your address to be

published.

REPORT FROM COUNCIL Diana Clements, General Secretary
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William Smith plaque at 15 Buckingham
Street where Smith lived. It was organised

by John Henry (HOGG) and Westminster
Council and unveiled by Sir David Attenburgh

on 23 March 2015
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We welcome the following new members to the Geologists’ Association: 

Elected March 2015 - June 2015

Mr Richard Armstrong Mr Liam Bullock Mr John-Henry Charles Ms Cathy Cook

Mr Bill Cooper Ms Abigail Cox Mr Andy Dixon Mr Mark Eastes

Mr Will Frampton Mr Andrea Gabrieli Mr Martin Gill Mr Timothy Gregory

Mr Mark Hake Mr Alan Hollinsworth Ms Biddy Hudson Miss Camilla Imarisio

Miss Tamsin Leaver Mr Rick Magaldi Mr Robert Maurer Miss Sarah Munday 

Miss Helen Mylam Mr Iain Pardoe Mr Angus Petrie Ms Cecilia Reed

Mr Raymond Roberts Mr Sam Shingleton Mr Colin Such Mr Zbigniew Towalski

Mr Richard Turley Ms Cathy Wilson

Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 14, No.2 2015 5

Deaths:    During the past three months we have been made aware of the following deaths of members:

Dr Julia A.E.B. Hubbard Dr James Bowman Nelson

An obituary for Julia Hubbard appears on page 25.

Please notify us of any members that have died that you are aware of. We are always keen to publish short obituaries
and/or a photograph so if you feel you would like to write one, please get in touch with the office.

ELECTRONIC VERSION OF THE GA MAGAZINE 

As well as paper copies, an electronic version of the March GA Magazine has been sent to all those members for whom   

we have an email address. If you did not receive it and would like to, please contact the office with your email address: 

admin@geologistsassociation.org.uk.

For future editions only the electronic version will be sent to students and young people under 25 who pay a reduced 

subscription. We would be delighted if other members volunteer to receive the magazine in electronic format only. Please 

tell the office if that would suit you. Everyone else will continue to receive paper copies as well as the electronic version.

The latest issue will also be on the Members Only page of the website: www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/membersonly.

If you do not know the new user name and password, please enquire from the office. 

GA COUNCIL post AGM May 2015

Officers: President: Dr Haydon Bailey; Senior Vice-President: Dr Colin Prosser (Chair of Publications and Communications

Committee); Vice Presidents: Professor John Cosgrove (with responsibility as GA Magazine representative), Leanne Hughes

(with responsibility for communications); Treasurer: Dr Graham Williams; General Secretary: Diana Clements

Postholders: Minutes Secretary: Dr Sandy Colville-Stewart; Meetings Secretary: Dr Michael Oates; Overseas Field

Meetings Secretary: Dr Ian Sutton; GA Magazine Editor: Dr Liam Gallagher; Earth Heritage Representative: Professor David

Bridgland; GA Archivist: Dr Jonathan Larwood; Awards Panel Secretary: Barbara Cumbers; Membership Team Chairman:

Dr Paul Olver; Sponsorship/Marketing:Richard Pollock; Student Liaison: Rebecca Bell; Rockwatch Chairman: Susan Brown.

Co-opted: Field Meetings Secretary: Geoff Swann; Guides Editor: Professor Susan Marriott

Non-Council Postholders: Proceedings Editor: Professor Jim Rose; Librarian: Sara Osman

Ordinary Members of Council: Anthony Brook, John Cooper, Nikki Edwards, Dr Anjana Ford, Roger Lloyd, Gerald Lucy.

Co-opted: Professor Richard Howarth.
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The award is presented to a GA member for work of merit

connected with the Association.   

Mike Ridd

Mike has been a member of the GA since 1966 and has

been our Overseas Field Secretary for 8 years from 2005-

2013. Those who have

been on any of Mike’s

own field trips will know

how wonderfully well

organised and led they

have been in exotic parts

of the world including

Japan and New Zealand.

In addition, Mike has

been tireless in his

support for the GA and

provided very wise

advice to a number of

presidents and is now

looking forward to a period of calm. 

The Halstead Medal is presented for work of outstanding

merit, deemed to further the objectives of the Association and

to promote Geology,

Peter Oliver

Peter Oliver has for

several decades given

generously and tirelessly of

his time, ideas, energy and

personal resources to

inspire enthusiasm for

geology.  His guiding

principle has been that

everyone benefits and can

learn from our rocks and

landscapes. Peter’s voice

has been a powerful one in the field of geological

conservation.  His work has greatly enhanced the recognition

of this once neglected topic by wide audiences and has

contributed over the years to its inclusion in policy and

legislation, so that the concept of geoconservation is now

firmly established in the UK.  He has made a particularly

outstanding contribution to this work in the area of

Herefordshire and Worcestershire where his innovation has

been an inspiration to others across the country.

A bronze medal (awarded once every 3 years), for work on

the Prehistory of Hominins and their geological environment.

The recipient is invited to give a lecture to the GA as part of

the Award.

Dr Simon Lewis (Queen Mary University of London)

Awarded for Simon’s work

in Quaternary science, in

particular in fluvial system

development over the

Quaternary and in

geoarchaeology and the

Palaeolithic record in Britain.

He has been involved in a

number of major UK

Palaeolithic archaeological

research projects and was a

core member of the Ancient

Human Occupation of Britain

(AHOB) Project, funded by the Leverhulme Trust. His research

activity in Quaternary fluvial stratigraphy has encompassed a

wide range of British geological sequences mainly in lowland

Britain, focusing on the reconstruction of former river

systems in eastern England. He has also worked on the fluvial

system response to environmental change, with specific

reference to the upper Thames.

Awarded for the best research-based paper in the 2014

volume of PGA.

Bryony Caswell (Open University & Liverpool

University) and Angela Coe (Open University) For their

paper on: The impact of anoxia on pelagic macrofauna

during the Toarcian Oceanic Anoxic Event (Early Jurassic).

(PGA 125, 2014 pp383-391).

GEOLOGISTS ASSOCIATION AWARDS 2015

RICHARDSON AWARD

FOULERTON AWARD HENRY STOPES MEMORIAL MEDAL
& LECTURE

HALSTEAD MEDAL

Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 14, No.2 20156
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Council are proposing a new Award for geologists at an early stage in their career, to be called the

Halstead Award. This will be in addition to the Halstead Medal Award. The suggested regulations (see

below) governing the new award have been approved by the GA Council and need to be approved and

adopted by the Membership at a Special General Meeting. Also, some minor amendments to our awards

regulations will be proposed at the Special General Meeting.

NOTICE OF SPECIAL GENERAL MEETING OF 

THE GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION

This is to give notice that there will be a Special General Meeting of the Geologists’

Association at 6.30pm on Friday 3rd July 2015 at Burlington House, London

Agenda

To revise the Rules & Regulations of the Geologists’ Association (see p.8)

CURRY MSc PRIZE

NEW GA AWARD THE HALSTEAD AWARD

Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 14, No.2 2015

The prize is awarded for a Masters degree theses on a

geology-related topic arising from an MSc taught course in a

UK university, and considered to be of outstanding quality in

the opinion of the judging panel.  

Andrea Gabrieli (University of Lancaster)

MSc dissertation Volcano-tectonic interactions as triggers

for volcanic eruptions. Our judges found this to be a very

readable and well argued

thesis with excellent results

and conclusions including

wider application to the

Planets. 

Designed to give financial assistance to a deserving

Undergraduate in their second, third or fourth year at

university, studying Geology or Earth Sciences.

Alan Hollinsworth (Glasgow University)

The judges were impressed by the views of his

Department where Alan is considered to be among the best

Earth Science students in the past twenty-five years.

IVOR TUPPER AWARD

7
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GEOLOGISTS’ ASSOCIATION

Proposed Rules & Regulations amendments for approval at the Special General Meeting on 3rd July 2015

HALSTEAD AWARD

1. The annual award of a certificate and up to £500 shall be for an individual who has made a substantial contribution
in any area of geology at an early stage in their career. 

2. The award shall be open to Members of the Association and non-Members alike.

3. No award shall be made to a member of Council.

4. Nominations for the award shall be invited in the September notices to the membership and at the October Ordinary
Meeting. All nominations should reach the Awards Secretary before the December CouncilMeeting.

5. Following the submission of nominations, the Medals and Awards Committee shall meet before the February Council
Meeting to discuss the nominations and to recommend a person to receive the Award. The recommendation of the
Medals and Awards Committee shall be presented to the February Council Meeting for approval; normally the award
will be presented at the AGM in May.

GA RESEARCH AWARDS AND NEW RESEARCHERS SCHEME

REGULATIONS AND PROCEDURES APPLICABLE TO ALL RESEARCH AWARDS

3. Applications for all awards can be submitted at any time and will be considered by the Awards Panel as follows: 
Standard grants: twice a year (deadlines are 15th February and 15th September, except for the Ivor Tupper Fund
and Curry MSc Prize)

To read: 

3. Applications for all awards can be submitted at any time and, normally, will be considered by the Awards Panel at
the December Council Meeting; deadline normally 15th November (except for the Ivor Tupper Fund, Curry MSc
Prize and UKOGL Fund).

REGULATIONS FOR THE GA RESEARCH AWARDS

5. Applicants are required to complete a research proposal form (available on the internet or from the GA Office) and
submit either as hard copies and/or electronically to the GA office. Deadlines are 15th February and 15th 
September annually.

To read:

5. Applicants are required to complete a research proposal form (available on the internet or from the GA Office) and
submit either as hard copies and/or electronically to the GA office. Deadline normally 15th November annually.

REGULATIONS FOR THE NEW RESEARCHERS’ SCHEME 

7. Applicants are required to complete research proposal forms (available on the internet or from the GA Office) and
submit either as hard copies and/or electronically to the GA office. Deadlines are 15th February and 15th 
September annually.

To read: 

7. Applicants are required to complete research proposal forms (available on the internet or from the GA Office) and
submit either as hard copies and/or electronically to the GA office. Deadline normally15th November annually.

REGULATIONS FOR THE GA MEETINGS AWARDS 

4. Applicants are invited to complete proposal forms (available on the internet or from the GA Office) and submit 
either as hard copies and/or electronically to the GA office. Deadlines are 15th February and 15th September 
annually.

To read: 

4. Applicants are invited to complete proposal forms (available on the internet or from the GA Office) and submit 
either as hard copies and/or electronically to the GA office. Deadline normally 15th November annually.

THE UKOGL FUND (UK Onshore Geophysical Library, for final year MGeol / MSci undergraduates)

7. Nominees must have been a GA Member for at least 6 months at the time of application, No award shall be made
to a Member of Council.

To read: 

7. No award shall be made to a Member of Council.

8
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The President opened by commenting

that this was the first Presidential address

by a working micropalaeontologist on

foraminifera and that the address was

dedicated to the memory of Chris King

(1943-2015), a GA member for 57 years

(from the age of 15) and a

foraminiferologist of the highest-quality,

stratigrapher, punster and friend. 

His address would cover only benthonic

foraminifera and not planktonic forms and

would explain how he became a ‘foram

man’ followed by basic morphology,

taxonomy, biology and what forams tell us,

and foram evolution, ending with a bit of a

conundrum.
How to become a foraminiferologist

It all began when he started at Hanley

High School, Stoke-on-Trent at the age of

11 in 1963.  Within 10 years, he and a

fellow pupil, Phil Copestake, had taken up the only PhDs in

Britain in calcareous micropalaeontology.  He had been

inspired by Norman Downs, a chain-smoking, grumpy-

looking biology teacher, by simple parental birthday presents

(a microscope) and The Observer’s book of pond life to spend

many hours tracking down single-celled animals (amoebas,

rotifers, etc).

Thus becoming a foraminiferologist was the result of a

young inquiring mind, simple parental presents, a second-

hand book and firm but friendly guidance to produce

someone willing to bluff their way through most things

palaeontological.

Basic biology and morphology

Foraminifera comprise a simple cell containing a nucleus

and mitochondria and with a test that has pseudopodia

emerging from a hole at the front known as the foramen.  The

shape of the test has an amazing range, including globular,

spiral, conical and irregular but, so far, no square ones are

known.  Tests are artificially plotted into 2 size ranges, small

ones at <0.5mm and larger ones at 0.5mm-1.0cm and

examples illustrated included Cycloclypeus carpentei and

Nummulites gizehensis, the latter forming the limestone used

to build the pyramids of Giza.  Although foraminifera have

only a single cell, they have quite a complicated sex life, with

2-fold alternation of generations.

Wall structures are critical in taxonomic divisions and there

are 4 or 5 main ones:

• Allogromina – purely organic tests that are rarely

seen as fossils;

• Texturalina and Lituolids – test formed of

agglutinated sand grains etc;

• Miliolina – porcellanous calcareous wall structure;

• Fusulina, Globigerina, Spiritinina and Roberinina –

microgranular tests; and

• Rotalina – hyaline wall structure.

All foraminifera have a foramen but its exact position and

shape is very variable.  Ornamentation is

very diverse, allowing definition to species

level.

Taxonomy

Although taxonomy is about putting

things in order and and labelling them, the

important thing for the President is

knowing how to use it.  It is best to have

some sort of a “bible” and Loeblich and

Tappan’s (1964) 2-volume Treatise on

invertebrate palaeontology was very easy

to use.  However, since its revision in 1988

it is almost impossible to use – the soft-

back version has 4 volumes, one of which

is only the index.  An excellent alternative

is the Ellis and Messina catalogue of

foraminifera housed at the Natural History

Museum, which has >45,000 species listed

with full original figures and descriptions in

their original languages and is available

on-line with access via the Heron-Allen Library at the NHM.

Foraminiferal biology and what it tells us

The life expectancy of planktonic forms is 15 days to one

month, of shallow, marine benthonic forms 2-6 months and

of deep-water and tropical benthonic forms about a year or

more.  Living organisms can tell us about their feeding habits

(grazers, gardeners or greenhouses) and their living

environment, while all the palaeontologist has is the dead

shell, even though in great abundance.

Feeding

Foraminifera are predominantly micro-omnivorous, ie they

will eat most things in their size range – bacteria, other

protozoa and small invertebrates.  Epifaunal types live on the

sediment/water interface frequently in the photic zone and

quite often graze on diatoms.  Some culture photosymbionts

(algae) and are themselves greenhouses as well as gardeners

and some are carnivores eg Orbulina universa, which eats

organisms bigger than itself that have stuck to its

pseudopodia.  Infaunal types, live in the surface layers of

sediment, and feed on dead organic particles or graze on

bacteria.  Some deep-water tubular forms stand upright on

the substrate and capture things that go past.

Jones and Charnock (1985) sorted agglutinating forms into

4 groups (A, B, C, D) and this classification was modified by

Cetean and others (2011) with multiple sub-divisions.  Their

analyses of test morphology allow us to identify their feeding

habits and through this to establish their mode of life. This

can therefore be applied to fossil foraminifera and

palaeoenvironmental reconstructions.

Living environment

The important elements in the living environment are light,

substrate, salinity, nutrients and oxygenation, temperature,

depth and water mass chemistry. Many benthonic

foraminifera live in the photic zone, where the clarity of the

water affects photosynthetic symbionts. Hence there are

more in the tropics where the water is clearer than in regions 

Presidential Address: Foraminifera: the inner secrets of a 

single-celled organism – Part 1 March, 2015

By: Dr Haydon Bailey, Network Stratigraphic Consulting Ltd

Thin section photomicrograph of
Bolivina crassa
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of cold upwelling where the abundance of nutrients results

in less clear water.  The porcellanous wall of some miliolids is

thought to scatter short wavelength UV light and be

protective in shallow hypersaline lagoons.

Many are attached to organisms or to the sea floor either

temporarily or permanently and have a flattened or concave

surface for attachment to rocks, shells, sea grasses and

algae. They often have thin walls and extensive

morphological variation.  Most of the benthonic forms are

found in the top 10mm of sediment.  Porcellanous forms are

frequently found in lagoons and glassy hyaline forms on shelf

areas.

In deep seas, the density is low because of the lack of

nutrients and low oxygen but there is still high diversity.

Areas of mass upwelling have more specimens but reduced

diversity because the water becomes cloudy.  High primary

production leads to algal blooms and a stratified water mass

with a low oxygen zone.  Dysaerobic conditions at the sea bed

results in eutrophic forms in high density.  Every species is

adapted to a specific temperature range, which is narrower in

the tropics.  However, deeper water is cooler so deep waters

in the tropics may have a fauna equivalent to that in cooler

waters.  Water mass chemistry affects the dominance of

aragonitic or calcitic forms, with aragonite dominant in cooler

periods and calcitic in warm periods.

Evolution

New groups of benthonic foraminifera appear at the base of

the Triassic, at the Triassic/Jurassic boundary, in the mid-

Cretaceous, at the base of the Palaeocene to the base-Eocene

recovery and in the mid-Miocene.  At 350Ma, there were lots

of larger foraminifera between 30oN and 30oS, with a high

dominance of calcitic benthonics on the Carboniferous and

Permian shelf.  The end-Permian extinction accounts for the

base-Triassic recovery and the end-Cretaceous extinction for

the Palaeocene recovery, but the other 3 events are less

easily explained. However, looking at global sea level

changes, major flooding events at the end of the Triassic, in

mid-Cretaceous, in the Palaeocene-Eocene and in the mid-

Miocene, led to flooding of epicontinetal shelf areas resulting

in the production of abundant niches. The benthonic

foraminifera show more rapid evolution at these times as

they take advantage of these niches.  The Jurassic is

anomalous in terms of foraminiferal evolution since there was

a major flooding event but little happens in the evolution of

calcitic foraminifera.

Looking at agglutinating forms Kaminski and others (2010)

showed that through the Jurassic to the early Cretaceous,

agglutinants rapidly increased in diversity and in the mid-

Cretaceous, calcitic benthonics became re-established with

flooding onto extended shelf areas.  Consequently the

agglutinants were “pushed” into the deeper water

environment.  The dominance of the outer shelf is key for

both benthonic forms and eventually the planktonic forms.

Herein lies the conundrum, as the Jurassic benthonic

foraminifera appear to show evolutionary stasis.  It is likely

that selected Early Jurassic forms evolved into the earliest

planktonic species at this time.  These still occupied shallow

shelf niches and were, therefore, direct competitors with the

established benthonic foraminiferal assemblage.

Dr David Brook OBE

New Geologists' Association Geology Photographic
Competition 2015

A great opportunity for imaginative photography!  Geology is all around us impacting on
our daily lives.  It's in our shopping baskets, our homes and our streets as well as on
mountains, volcanoes, beaches and quarries.

Anyone can enter and your pictures may have been taken at any time.

Send us your chosen photographs (up to 3) on any geological topic.  These will be put on
display at the Festival of Geology, University College London on 7 November 2015.

First Prize £100, Second Prize £50,  3rd Prize £25
Your entries will also be considered for inclusion in the new improved 2016 GA Calendar

which this year will be on sale at the Festival and may be published in the Geologists'
Association magazine and used for publicising and promoting the work of the Association
(full credit will be given).

Please note the new closing date of Friday 25th September 2015.
Entry forms are available on the GA website www.geologistsassociation.org.uk or by

telephoning the GA office on 020 7434 9298.
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The Ediacaran biota is a group of fossils

of 580–541 Ma age, which are quite

controversial in interpretation.  In

contrast with dinosaurs, which are loved

by children and have fascinated many

specialists, whose work has enabled us to

know what they ate, how they moved,

how fast they ran and their bite forces,

colours and feathers, we know hardly

anything about the Ediacaran biota.  We

do not know how they reproduced or fed,

or even how they relate to each other and

to other organisms.  However, work

around the world in the past decade has

increased our understanding of many aspects of these fossils,

including:

• what we mean by the Ediacaran biota;

• the composition of marine ecosystems; and 

• how the biota relate to modern organisms.

The Cambrian, 541-485Ma, had a very diverse fauna of

animal fossils but, historically, there was a dearth of such

fossils in earlier rocks.  This absence of fossil evidence for

animals has been termed “Darwin’s dilemma”, since Darwin

recognised that there must have been living creatures around

before the profusion of animal life in the Cambrian if his

theory of evolution by natural selection were true.  In 1856,

Salter had described from the Long Mynd in Shropshire a

seaweed, worm burrows and a “possible crustacean”

(trilobite) in pre-Cambrian rocks, and Darwin had indeed

noted these traces of life.  Today, it has been shown that none

of these are what Salter thought they were.  The supposed

trilobite cephalon is a manganese-stained nodule, the

‘seaweed’ is a microbial mat, the formation of which was

influenced by currents, and the burrows have no vertical

expression but are just surface traces, probably of fluid

injection structures.  Therefore, it was not until the work of

Georg Gürich in Namibia and by Russian workers in the 1930s

and the discovery by Reg Sprigg in the 1940s of Dickinsonia

costata and other fossils in the Flinders Range of South

Australia that a large number of potentially pre-Cambrian

fossils came to the attention of a wider scientific audience.

Even then, it was not until the discovery by the then

schoolboy Roger Mason of Charnia masoni in Charnwood

Forest in Leicestershire in the 1950s that these fossils were

demonstrated to be of definite pre-Cambrian age.

Fossils from these localities are today known as the

Ediacaran biota.  They include around 150 species of mostly

soft-bodied organisms, preserved as moulds or casts at

around 100 different localities worldwide, including north-

west Canada, eastern Newfoundland, the White Sea area of

Russia, Siberia and South Australia.  The Ediacaran Period,

defined only in 2004, spans the interval between 635-541Ma.

Its base lies in the Flinders Ranges of South Australia, and its

top in the Burin Peninsula of Newfoundland.  It was a period

of major global events, immediately preceded by long-lasting

global glaciations (termed “Snowball Earth” events).  It was

a period of tectonic upheaval, the break-up of Rodinia having

started at 700Ma and still continuing at

580Ma.  It was also a time of rising

oxygen levels in the atmosphere and

geochemical change, with unprecedented

changes in the carbon isotope ratio, and

the oxygenation of the deep oceans, which

were previously sulphidic or ferruginous,

and thus largely uninhabitable for complex

lifeforms.

In terms of the evolution of animals,

fossils of most modern phyla can be

traced to the Cambrian.  Genetic data,

however, points to major divergence

points between modern animal groups in

the Ediacaran Period.  Initially, the Ediacaran fossils were

mostly interpreted as animals and they were thought to have

lived in very calm, shallow seas.  In the late 1980s, Dolf

Seilacher suggested they were more similar to each other

than to any organisms alive today and proposed that they

could represent an entirely extinct Kingdom of life.

Alternative suggestions for the organisms since then have

included the possibility that they were seaweeds, lichens or

fungi, giant protists or microbial colonies.  These competing

hypotheses have led to the impression amongst the general

public and, indeed, amongst many scientists that the

Ediacaran biota is enigmatic, weird and problematic. 

In order to resolve what the Ediacaran organisms were, we

need a much more holistic and careful approach to their

study, involving documenting patterns and determining

processes within the rock record.  We also need to agree

upon what we mean by the Ediacaran biota.  The scientific

literature uses a variety of terms – Ediacaran biota, Ediacara

fauna, Vendian biota, each variously used to group fossils on

preservational, geographic, or evolutionary grounds.  To

avoid confusion, MacGabhann (2014) suggested that the

term Ediacaran macro-organisms should be preferred and

that Ediacaran researchers should be more careful with their

terminology.

Research is ongoing to improve scientific knowledge in this

field, and the speaker is working at the Mistaken Point

Ecological Reserve in Newfoundland. Fossils there include

rangeomorphs, frond-like fossils made up of self-similar

branches with a pseudo-fractal arrangement that used their

large surface areas to capture nutrients or oxygen. Accurate

mapping at individual sites, investigation of how the fossils

are preserved, compilation of stratigraphic information of

fossil occurrences, and identification of intermediate

morphologies within the biota are leading to significant

improvements in our understanding of these organisms.  

There remain multiple possibilities as to what the

macrobiota were. The Lantian biota in China (>570Ma) are

possibly algae and there is evidence to suggest that several

members of the ‘Ediacaran biota’ were bacteria or protists

similar to modern foraminifera. The more unusual fossils,

however, may be crown-group animals, with all the

characters of the modern group, or instead stem-group

animals, with few of the characters of the modern group.  

Evening Lecture: Overturning our understanding of the Ediacaran biota March, 2015

By: Dr Alexander Liu, University of Bristol
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By treating individual Ediacaran fossil species on a case-by-

case basis, it appears that the biota may include possible

cnidarians, ctenophores and sponges, as well as, potentially,

echinoderms, placozoans, ascidians and molluscs (e.g.

Kimberella from Australia and Russia has what appears to be

a mantle and a possible radula) but there remains significant

debate surrounding many of these interpretations.

There is fairly robust evidence that the fossil Eoandromeda

was a ctenophore but less convincing evidence for

Rugoconites as a sponge. Interestingly, there is a lot of

evidence for possible cnidarians. There are organisms similar

to corals, sea anemones and tracks of movement across the

sediment of muscular animals with a circular base. Possible

embryo fossils have been found at Doushantuo in China with

phosphatic preservation but interpretation as the embryos of

animals is controversial. There are also lots of trace fossils –

worm burrows of bilaterians showing there were lots of

animals present, especially in shallow water settings.

Locomotion traces at Mistaken Point, Newfoundland, at

565Ma show anemone-like tracks with a disc at the end.

There is also claimed to be a wider ichnofossil record of

bioturbation, shuffling traces, branching horizontal trails and

surface horizontal trails going back to 585Ma, but the dating

of the oldest examples is controversial. Muscle tissue is

preserved at 560Ma in Haootia quadriformis as fibrous

bundles, suggesting that muscular animals with body plans

similar to modern cnidarians were present around 20 million

years before the Cambrian. There are still a few problematic

organisms, particularly those known as vendobionts, which

were constructed of inflated branches and segments. These

include the rangeomorphs, and fossils such as Dickinsonia,

and their identities remain to be determined.

What is becoming increasingly clear is that many of the

biological innovations we have traditionally associated with

early animal evolution in the Cambrian, such as surface

location, bilaterians, burrowing, biomineralisation, tissue

differentiation and rapid diversification, were all seen in the

Ediacaran. Similarly, animal groups previously considered to

only appear in the Cambrian are now recognised in the

Ediacaran, with evidence for cnidarians, ctenophores,

molluscs and vermiform organisms all being present. It

therefore appears that the Cambrian explosion had a long

fuse, and that animal evolution was a far more progressive,

transitional event than has previously been suggested.

Marine ecosystems also appear to have evolved at this time,

from static frond-dominated ecosystems at ~570 Ma, via

higher diversity communities with abundant motile organisms

at ~555 Ma, to the latest Ediacaran at 545Ma with possible

carbonate reefs with biomineralising animals. The Ediacaran

can therefore be considered a period of major transition in

ecosystem structure and Ediacaran fossils record a diverse,

thriving community that paved the way for Phanerozoic

animal-dominated ecosystems.

Dr David Brook OBE

Evening Lecture: How life bounces back after an extinction: April, 2015

By: Dr Marcello Ruta, University of Lincoln

The lecturer started with a confession, that he didn’t think

anyone could answer the question he had posed in the title!...

Then an apology, that there was no geology in his lecture at

all and finally a disclaimer, that some parts of the lecture

would be esoteric. He then looked at two case studies from

the fossil vertebrate record and briefly summarised a third to

see what they could tell us about extinction.

Extinction is part of the dynamics of the tree of life. The

faunas and floras on the multi-branched tree of life are

continuously being replaced. It is part of the cycle of life. We

currently have 10,000 species of bird and ‘only’ 25 species of

crocodile, yet both share the same ancestors.

One strand of his research he was interested in was looking

at early vertebrates with limbs (tetrapods) from the late

Devonian to early Triassic. This involved the construction of

large scale family trees using fossils and understanding

where another fossil sits in relation to the known fossil record

by considering the range shown in the family tree. Now he

has a rich database of terrestrial vertebrates. 

When a mass extinction occurs, it is assumed something

catastrophic has happened. The next stage is the recovery,

but how do you measure it? Is it when the ecosystem is

rebuilt or when the same diversity has been reached?

Different types of organism bring diversity in different ways.

However, the fossil record is riddled with gaps, but, with what

we have, we can make some educated guesses.

Case 1: Anomodont therapsids

The information known from anomodont fossils was used to

reconstruct a family tree. Then the baby features were

subjected to mathematical treatment (which he spared us!)

the end result of which was a number of points plotted on a

graph. These could be grouped to show different

morphologies, and these had been colour coded. From this

the morphological diversity could be measured. After the

Permian event there was low diversity. However, despite this

the group thrived. 

He then explained that they had looked to see if it was

possible to correct for some of the gaps by looking at the

inter-relationships in the family tree. Finally the diversity of

the anomodonts was plotted against the geological time scale

and compared it with known extinction events. This showed

that the diversity of the anomodonts dropped before the

Permian event and then again afterwards. So there had been

several extinction events but they did not correspond with the

Permian extinction event.

Case 2: Cynodont therapsids

Cynodonts appeared a little before the Permian event and

they are our own ancestors, as one stem evolved into

mammals. Again a family tree was constructed. In this case

they radiated out after the Permian event. He then looked at

the disparity by group, they were comparable. There were no

big jumps, when looked at through time the disparity rate

changed very little.  To add to the complexity another unit of

measure of change was introduced – morphological

evolution, with high rates shown in green and low in red.

Case 3: Parareptiles

Observed diversity plots were constructed for known

ranges and then the dots were joined. The results of which

were used to infer lineages.

Lesley Exton
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Mary Caroline Weston, born in 1862, was brought up by her

nanny and her father, Canon Weston, in the vicarage of a

small village in Westmoreland; her mother having died when

she was very young. Her father was a learned man who had

travelled widely in Europe and the Near East, and Mary

Caroline, known as Carrie, was an able

pupil. She spoke French and German

well, loved literature, music and

archaeology, and knew all about the

fauna, flora and geography of her

beloved fells.     

When a young geologist working

locally for the Survey was invited to

dinner she was still a child, but she

must have made quite an impression!

Years later the young geologist,

Thomas McKenny Hughes, who had

known Lyell well and worked closely

with Sedgwick, succeeded the latter as

Professor at Cambridge. When

academics were finally permitted to

marry he went back to Crosby

Ravensworth, wooed and married

Carrie.  She was 20 years old and he

was 50.

One enthusiasm she had learned

from her father was that of keeping a

diary, which she embellished with charming sketches. She

kept this up even when accompanying her husband on

demanding visits to International Geological Congresses, to

the U.S.A. in 1891, when she was 29,

and in 1897 to Russia. The following

account is taken from transcripts of her

texts, by the kind permission of her

granddaughter.  The diaries themselves

are tiny, with very neat handwriting.

Her accounts are vivid and gossipy, with

descriptions of everyone and

everything, all the jokes and stories and

other people’s expressions, (such as

“on our own hook” meaning

independently). She recounts the

scenery, the rigours of travel, her

clothes, the parties and some of the

geology, though one supposes that her

husband’s notebooks would have more

of that detail.

In 1891 she already had two small

sons, whom she hated leaving behind.

The Atlantic voyage was rough and she

and Tom were horribly sick. They landed in New York, and she

was amazed by the “advertisements, and by ‘corn on the

cob”.  The Natural History Museum impressed her; “catalogue

on slips of card in drawers”, and fossil specimens arranged

stratigraphically. The latter was noteworthy as Tom had had

a struggle with zoologists about the arrangement of

Sedgwick’s fossil collection; but when at the end of the trip

they saw the fossil collection at Harvard it was arranged

zoologically. When they got to Washington she saw in the

Smithsonian the room of Mr Walcott, the discoverer of the

Burgess Shales in Canada, the rare

deposit of soft-bodied animals of

Cambrian age.

At the Congress Tom chaired the

opening session in place of Professor

Prestwich, President of the previous

Congress which had been in London.

She was introduced to Mr Hubbard with

whom they stayed, and to Major Powell,

who had lost an arm in the Civil War,

and who gave a talk on the Colorado

Plateau and the Grand Canyon, and his

proposals for a field trip there. At a

soiree later she had pictures of

dinosaurs explained to her by Professor

Marsh himself, their finder and

excavator, and later they stayed in his

house. There were 86 delegates from

12 countries and her youth, energy and

talents seem to have charmed most of

them.  

Many of the delegates then set off by

train to Bloomdale, Ohio, to see a natural gas well; when the

tap was turned on the 5ft pipe and lit, the flame shot up 20ft.

She comments on the source rock. 

Then they reached Chicago; the

pavements were rough and some used

slices of tree trunk instead of stone.

They travelled on to the Badlands,

noting silicified trees and dinosaurs,

and Upper Cretaceous lignite; and then

to Yellowstone River. Its canyon cuts

down to extremely ancient strata,

through volcanic rocks of all kinds.

This was the first National Park,

patrolled by soldiers to keep out

Indians and other “undesirables”. Only

8 years earlier a military escort would

have been necessary, and in Arizona,

Indians were still occasionally killing

people with “bows and arrows”.

They saw the obsidian cliffs, the

geysers and geyserite, the siliceous hot

springs, coloured pools and

decomposed rocks. She talked to

parties of campers and resolved to come back one day to

camp and spend more time there, but it was evidently very

dangerous for the inexperienced. Someone killed a

rattlesnake and wore the rattle in his hat; and the crusts of

the geyserites were not all thick enough to bear human

Historical Perspective: Historical Perspective: An intrepid geological wifeAn intrepid geological wife By: Gilia SlocockBy: Gilia Slocock
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weight. She was the only woman among the congress

delegates, and they were all invited to a sing-song around the

camp fire.  They saw the lake and Yellowstone Canyon.  She

describes the impressive gorge very fully, daring to look over

the edge and step onto Inspiration Point for good views. She

was impressed by breccias including both fresh volcanic rock

and glacial drift, cemented by siliceous steam.

They moved on to Butte, visiting the Anaconda and

Bluebird mines for copper and lead, and saw gold washing;

thence to Salt Lake City, to go splashing in the lake, and to

hear a concert in the Mormon Tabernacle. At Grand Junction

she got good mineral

specimens. In Royal

Gorge there were very

ancient rocks with veins

of pegmatite and basaltic

dykes, and there were

quarries in Devonian

rocks with fish scales.

She met the wife of an

American geologist and

heard her stories of

camp life; it probably

sounded more exciting

than Cambridge!

She comments on the

beauty of the landscapes

and the distant

mountains, she saw the

Northern Lights and

visited a school in Denver where she noted that boys and girls

were “doing lessons together”. Then all the other women left

the party, she being the only one brave enough to continue

on to Las Vegas, where the geology was “interminable”.  They

reached Albuquerque for breakfast, and later visited a Pueblo

village. There she was impressed by the cleanliness and

housekeeping skills

displayed by the women,

and by the ingenuity and

economy of the way the

houses were built. Some

of the windows were

glazed with selenite,

(crystalline gypsum).

The Jesuits came from

time to time to hold a

service and collect

tithes, but in between

the Indians reverted to

their old ways,

incorporating their pre-

Christian myths into the

decorations of their

pottery.

Eventually they reached Flagstaff in Arizona, and were

handed over to the leadership of Major Powell, the hero of his

historic boat trip down the Colorado River. After repacking

they set off on horseback. They had a picnic lunch by the red

lavas of Sunset Peak, and then rode on through the Painted

Desert, having to shelter from a thunderstorm. It became

dark, she was very saddlesore, and had to let her pony pick

its own way on the rough ground. Eventually they reached

the camp fires, at which point it turned out that there were

no tents; they were expected to sleep out under the trees -

“The Germans were furious”.  It rained, supper was bread and

“shoe-sole-like beef”, there was one small leaking hut which

they all crowded into, and some of them were really unwell.

After a dismal night she was able to travel on in one of the

wagons, and was tenderly tucked up with a Jaeger rug.

About a mile further on was a good hut with a stove. It turned

out later that Major Powell had hired an ‘outfitter’ and had left

all the arrangements to this rascal, and “the cook and

underlings are the scum

of Flagstaff ruffians.”

There were many further

hardships, and the party

sometimes split up; but

there were pleasures

too, including a long

account of the Navajo

Indians, their history and

legends, from a former

Government Agent who

knew them really well.

Things improved once

Carrie was able to take

over some of the chores,

and she acted as nurse

on several occasions.

They reached “the brink

of the Grand

Canyon....the grandest sight in the world lay before us. It is

useless to try to describe it.” But of course she does. “The

great Colorado River, which Major Powell assured us was a

roaring rushing torrent below, looked like a sluggish red

canal. It is, as I felt the first moment I set eyes on the scene,

the place where good geologists will go. They ‘fired a shot’ for

the echo and it

thundered round for 15

seconds.”  They were at

the rim for three whole

days, seeing the colour

changes from dawn to

dusk, exploring and

sketching.  A party of 17

went down to the bottom

and struggled back up

two days later, “pale,

haggard and filthy”,

having had two deeply

uncomfortable nights

sleeping on the rocks

with no wraps and little

food. Eventually the

party reassembled and

moved on, still sleeping out under the trees. It must have

been one of the worst organised field trips ever.  Major Powell

tried to entertain them with an account of his (now famous)

journey down the Colorado River, but it was “rather feeble”;

much later he did write them a jovial apologetic letter, but

never really acknowledged responsibility for the

shortcomings of the trip.  
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Figure 2: Songs by the Camp Fire...

Figure 3: Our bed in the Pine forest; Red Horse Ranch
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Carrie rode a total of 90 miles, some astride, “a wonderful

relief”.  Later, on the return to Flagstaff in a buggy driven by

Powell, she was able to take the reins and drove two horses

over very rough tracks for over three hours.  The whole

expedition from and back to Flagstaff lasted for 7 days,

sleeping in her clothes, her ‘geological dress’, on hard ground

or dirty hut floors, longing for a hot bath. To add to their

troubles someone stole the part of Tom’s notebook which

contained his account of the canyon. But she had seen

wonderful things, and the next day she was able to find

arrowheads on the ground. After some shopping, they got

back onto the train and travelled via Las Vegas to Chicago,

arriving 3 days later. She gives a list of the 17 different

railway lines they used in total.

At Niagara Falls “we descended in the sloping elevator” to

the foot of the American Fall, saw the complete rainbow

across the mist, and embarked on the boat.  “We were made

to put on great waterproof suits and Crusader like head

coverings.”   Looking up at the Horseshoe Falls , “the water

threw itself in a clear sheet of transparent sea green over the

brink”.  Later they went behind the Central Fall. “We had to

change our clothes - everything – and put on a red flannel

bathing dress and over it trousers and tunic of yellow oilskin

with a hood attached to go over the head.”  This sounds quite

normal to us, but in 1891 was very noteworthy.  The walk in

the pouring water with linked hands was alarming but

wonderful; then she “skipped up the steps, ran along the

path under the cliff and was back panting at the little dressing

room above in a very short time.”  The party that lunchtime

included toasts and speeches, and Carrie was singled out, in

French, “un veritable rayon de soleille”.   It was evident that

she had won their admiration and gratitude. That afternoon

they visited the Canadian side and she tried to buy a stuffed

alligator, but it was too dear. 

Back in New York she was off to the museums, then

dinner and the opera, “Mascagni, a rising young Italian”, “his

music had something stirring about it.”   The trip finished with

a visit to Harvard at Boston, and then Yale with Professor

Marsh again. He showed them his entire dinosaur collection

and described their finding. He had several stories about

fossil frauds, including a man who had tried to sell him a red

sandstone slab with a man’s footprint and some bird

‘dinosaur’ tracks; unfortunately the forger had used only the

right turkey’s foot!  They seem to have had a very good time

there, but finally they were back in New York for the boat

home.  They had travelled 8,637 miles in the U.S.A., and the

typed transcript of the diary has 173 pages.  She was quite a

woman!

Dick Selley recently took HRH Prince Edward, the Earl of

Wessex, on a geology field trip to study the Folkestone Beds

of the Cretaceous Lower Greensand.  When a trip to Dorking

was being arranged for HRH he said that he wanted to

do something ‘quirky’. An

expedition to study the Lower

Greensand in Dorking’s famous

South Street caves was suggested

and enacted. The Royal visit

began with a tour of the recently

reopened Dorking Museum, partially

funded by a generous donation

from the GA’s Curry Fund

(www.dorkingmuseum.org.uk). HRH

was particularly impressed by the

display of the local pliosaur

Polyptychodon interruptus. He then

moved to the designated fossil

petting enclosure and was

encouraged to handle some

specimens presented to the

museum by the Mole Valley

Geological Society, a GA Local Group (www.mvgs.org.uk).

Dick Selley then gave HRH a brief account of Dorking’s famous

caves. Tours to the caves had been popular for the public in

general and geologists in particular until the local council

closed them several years ago. HRH’s visit marked the

reopening of the caves which he did by unveiling a plaque

with great aplomb. Cave tours are now run by Dorking

Museum and may be arranged by contacting

Admin@dorkingmuseum.org.uk. 

HRH then strolled to Dorking’s famous South Street caves.

After the obligatory Health and Safety briefing Prince Edward

entered the caves. The party included the Deputy Lord

Lieutenant of Surrey, the Prince’s Lady-in-Waiting, and his

security detail.  Dick Selley took the Prince and his entourage

along the various galleries, once

used for storing local and foreign

wines, and descended 20 metres to

the ‘Mystery Chamber’. Here Dick

pontificated on the cross-bedding

and the ferruginous flood mark with

shows the depth to which the

chamber was flooded by a

temporary rise in the water table.

This event can be dated on external

evidence as occurring between the

late 17th- early 18th Century.

HRH is now up to speed on the

geotechnical properties of ‘locked

sands’, the palaeo-hydrology of the

River Mole catchment, the formation

of cross-bedding, the significance of

carstone as witch repellent and the

diagnostic features of tidal sand waves. It is believed that this

is the first time that a member of the Royal Family has been

on a geology field trip. Though it is possible that HRH Princess

Anne may have been exposed to some geology on field trips

as part of her ‘O’ Level Geography course.

References
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Dick Selley gives HRH the Earl of Wessex a
safety briefing before entering Dorking’s
South Street caves. ©Royston Williamson
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BOOKINGS AND PAYMENT:  These should be place made through Sarah by email: fieldmeetings@geologistsassociation.org.uk , phone or through 
the GA website.   Please give an email and emergency contact number. Unless otherwise stated the cost is £5 for members. 
Locations and timings of field will be given nearer the time and once payment has been received. Field meetings are open to non-members but subject 
to a £5 surcharge on top of the normal administration fee. Cheques should be made out to Geologists’ Association.   Where places are limited, a system 
of first come, first served will operate so do book early. Some meetings may have restrictions on age (especially for under 16s) or be physically 
demanding. If you are uncertain, please ask.  
SAFETY IS TAKEN VERY SERIOUSLY should you be unsure about either the risks involved or your ability to participate safely, you must seek advice from 
the GA office before booking. Please make sure that you study any risk assessment or safety briefing and that you have all the safety equipment 
specified. You must declare, at the time of booking, any disabilities or medical conditions that may affect your ability to safely attend a field meeting. 
You may be asked to provide further information on any prescription drugs etc that you may use whilst attending a field meeting.  In order to ensure 
the safety of all participants, the GA reserves the right to limit or refuse attendance at field meetings.  
EMERGENCY CONTACT if you are lost or late for the start of a meeting, an emergency contact is available during UK field meetings by calling the GA 
mobile phone 07724 133290. The mobile phone will only be switched on just before and during field meetings. For routine enquiries please call the GA 
office on the usual number.  
TRANSPORT is normally via private car unless otherwise advertised. If you are a rail traveller, it may be possible for the GA office to arrange for another 
member to provide a lift or collect you from the nearest railway station. This service cannot be guaranteed, but please ask before booking. Please 
indicate when booking, if you are able to offer a lift. 
PUBLIC LIABILITY INSURANCE for field meetings is provided but personal accident cover remains the responsibility of the participant. Further details 
are available on request from the GA office. 
TRAVEL REGULATIONS are observed. The GA acts as a retail agent for ATOL holders in respect of air flights included in field meetings. All flights are 
ATOL protected by the Civil Aviation Authority (see GA Circular No. 942, October 2000 for further details). Field meetings of more than 24 hours 
duration or including accommodation are subject to the Package Travel Regulations 1992. The information provided does not constitute a brochure 
under these Regulations.  
 
Geoff Swann organises UK field meetings and Ian Sutton is responsible for overseas excursions.  Website for further details 
http://www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/ukfield.html  http://www.geologistsassociation.org.uk/overseasfield.html 
 
 

GA UK FIELD MEETINGS 2015 
 
WILLIAM SMITH AND BATH 
Leader: Hugh Torrens 
Saturday 6 June  
This meeting is part of countrywide 
celebrations of the bicentenary of William 
Smith's map of 1815. The trip will focus on 
the most significant places where Smith was 
involved. These will include a walking tour, in 
and around Bath, to show the party at least 
29 Pulteney Street, Smith and Cruse's office 
in Trim Street, The Bath Royal Literary and 
Scientific Institution in Queen Square. We will 
also visit several sites outside Bath to include 
his home at Cottage Crescent, the site of his 
attempt to find coal at Batheaston and the 
complex story at Tucking Mill House. A mini 
bus will be booked for the afternoon at 
additional cost. Details on registration. 
 

OXFORDSHIRE GEOLOGICAL   HIGHLIGHTS 
Leader:  Mike Howgate. 
Saturday 20 June  
Meet in the village of Stonesfield to see the 
small Stonesfield slate display inside the 
church.  We will then descend into one of 
the Stonesfield Slate mines.  Remember that 
it is 50 feet deep! There will be time to 
collect from one of the spoil heaps. Lunch at 
the Chequers Inn, Churchill, birthplace of 
William Smith the father of stratigraphy. We 
will see the site of the cottage where he was 
born, the memorial to him and the small 
display in the Heritage Centre.  Our final 
stop, time permitting, will be to see the 
atmospheric Rollright Stones and Whispering 
Knights.  
Equipment: hard hat, appropriate clothing 
and footwear, torch. 
Cost & booking: Due to the visit to a 50 foot 
deep mine numbers will be limited to 15 FIT 
individuals.  

Registration: £10 to confirm your place. 
 
THE BUILDING STONES WALK IN LONDON 
Leader: Ruth Siddall 
Wednesday 24 June 18:00 -20:00  
Another of Ruth’s popular walks on a 
summer evening, this time around the new 
development of Regent’s Place, opposite 
Warren Street tube station  
Cost & Booking: open to all (max 30) 
Register with £2 to confirm place. 
 

GEOLOGY FROM THE SEVERN VALLEY 
RAILWAY 
Leader: Peter Worsley  
Sunday 12 July  
For some 27 km, today’s Severn Valley 
Railway (SVR), follows a particularly scenic 
route from Kidderminster (Worcestershire) 
to Bridgnorth (Shropshire).  This year it 
celebrates the Golden Jubilee of its 
foundation as a heritage railway. For most of 
the route the line runs close to the river 
giving splendid landscape views which 
cannot be obtained from any road.  The 
three main elements of the geology to be 
examined are:-Carboniferous Coal Measures, 
Permo-Triassic sandstones and Quaternary 
fluvial sediments and landforms. 
10.30 departure from Kidderminster arriving 
at Bridgnorth at 11.38 for a lunch.  13.40 
train to Hampton Loade. for walk down the 
river to the site of the former Alveley 
Colliery and the Country Park Visitor Centre. 
Continue to Highley station to visit the 
adjacent ‘Engine House’ Museum (admission 
included in the fare) before catching the 
16.42 back to Kidderminster, arriving at 
17.20.  Participants will need to walk 6-7 km 
on paved and unpaved public footpaths and 
be able to board and alight a small ferry 
Equipment: Appropriate clothing and 
footwear. 

Cost & booking: Total cost will depend on 
numbers but should be c £25 to include a 
pre booked group discount ticket. Register 
with Sarah to confirm your place. 
 

WEALDEN EXCURSION - joint meeting with 
the Hastings & District Geological Society 
Leaders: Ken Brooks, Peter Austen and Ed 
Jarzembowski 
Sunday 26 July  
Following the last two years’ field visits 
covering the coastal sections between Cliff 
End and Fairlight Glen, we will be looking to 
complete the final section of this classic 5 
mile lower Wealden coastline from Fairlight 
Glen to Rock-a-Nore.  The exact details of 
the field trip will be notified, depending on 
access conditions at either end of the 
section.  
We will be walking along the beach over 
shingle slippery rocks Care should be taken 
to keep away from the base of the cliffs in 
case of rock-falls, particularly after wet 
weather.   
Equipment: hard hat and suitable footwear, 
packed lunch.  
. 

GEOLOGICAL HIGHLIGHTS OF MARTLEY, 
WORCESTERSHIRE – joint meeting with the 
Teme Valley Geological Society 
Leaders: John Nicklin and others 
Saturday 8 August  
The Martley area is geologically varied and 
represents in microcosm a large part of the 
geological variety of the British Isles. We will 
be following one or more of the TVGS’ 
geological trails though details are still to be 
decided. More information on the area can 
be found on the TVGS website www.geo-
village.eu 
Equipment:  hard hat, suitable clothing and 
footwear; packed lunch.  
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THE BUILDING STONES OF ST ALBANS  
Leader: Diana Smith 
Sunday 16 August (date now confirmed) 
This meeting has been carried over from 
2014.  We will be looking at a variety of 
building stones of various ages including 
those of the cathedral. The walk will last 
approximately 2 ½ hours and will not be 
strenuous. Afterwards it should be possible 
to visit the Verulaneum museum with its 
collection of Roman and related artefacts. 
 

THE GEOLOGY OF RECULVER COUNTRY PARK  
Leader: Geoff Downer 
Sunday 23 August  
We will study the early Palaeogene 
sediments of this, the type locality for the 
Thanet Sands Formation and the overlying 
beds along the stretch of coast in North Kent 
between Bishopstone and Reculver. We shall 
also review the various measures taken to 
protect sections of this coastline and 
examine two ancient scheduled monuments, 
the wall of the Roman shore fort of 
Regulbium and St Mary’s Church, Reculver, 
to see the range of building stone used and 
to consider the provenance of the material.   
Walking is along a shingle beach and maybe 
the foreshore. Walking distance is about 
5km, including return overland at each 
individual’s own pace.  
Equipment: Suitable clothing, - walking 
boots/stick recommended. Hand lens, note 
book, camera. Packed lunch or a pub or café 
at Reculver  
Cost & booking: Usual booking; participants 
may purchase copies of the two Reculver 
Country Park guides for £2.50 (retail price is 
£9.00 for the two) (payable on the day).  
 

THE LOWER THAMES GRAVELS 
Leaders: David Bridgland and Peter Allen 
Sunday September 6  
This meeting leads on from the QRA 
conference in 2014. We will visit classic sites 
in the Lower Thames including Wansunt Pit 
(Dartford Heath), Swanscombe Skull Site 
NNR, Purfleet (Greenlands Quarry) and Lion 
Pit Tramway Cutting.  
Arrangements (note change): transport by 
coach from the first locality in Purfleet 
where there will be car parking. Car users 
should note that we'll start and finish on 
different sides of the river.  
Equipment:  Helmets and hi vis jackets. 
Packed lunch.  
Cost & booking: Cost c £25 depending on 
numbers (transport included) and attendees 
will be able to buy this year's QRA field guide 
for £15.00.  
 

DORSET COAST WEEKEND 
Leader: Prof John C.W. Cope  
Saturday 12 – Sunday 13 September  
Following the success of the previous three 
meetings to the west Dorset coast we will be 
based in Swanage and will be looking mainly 
at the Upper Jurassic of the Isle of Purbeck. 
We will finish at about 16:00 on Sunday. 
There may be some steep ascents (and 
descents) dependent on the weather; very 
rough beaches. 
Equipment: stout footwear with ankle 
support. Hard hats and hi-vis jackets 
essential.  

Cost & booking: Numbers will be limited to 
25.  Administration fee £15. 
 

DEVONSHIRE MARBLES WEEKEND 
Leader: Prof Gordon Walkden 
Friday 25 – Sunday 27 September  
This meeting celebrates the publication of 
Prof Walkden’s new GA guide Devonshire 
marbles: Their geology, history and uses (2 
vols). 
Friday: book launch at Torquay Museum 
lecture (2 pm): The amazing Devonshire 
Marbles: eloquence in stony silence- the 
surprising geology, history and uses of the 
greatest British marbles. 
Saturday: visit to two great Devonshire 
marble buildings to discover their 
architecture, history and geology: All Saints 
Church (quintessential Devonshire Marble 
church by the great William Butterfield) and 
St John’s Church (the less well known 
Devonshire marble beauty by George 
Edmund Street). Lunch at Torquay Museum. 
Sunday: field trip to see local marble-related 
geology: Petit Tor, Babbacombe to see the 
complex geology at the most famous of the 
marble localities and Hope’s Nose some of 
the showiest Devonian sediments and 
fossils, upset by storms, sea level change and 
volcanicity – and with a trace of gold. Picnic 
lunch. All localities will require car sharing.  
Equipment: stout footwear with ankle 
support. Hard hats and hi vis jackets are 
essential.  
Cost & booking: Numbers for the field 
meetings will be limited to 30. Open to all 
Register with £5 per day. Friday launch 
including lecture, reception (with glass of 
wine or soft drink) and book signing. Book 
with Torquay Museum (01803) 293975 
(£5.95) 
 

 

GA OVERSEAS FIELD MEETINGS 
 

GREEK ISLAND VOLCANOES 2015 
Leader: Paul Olver  
Monday 14 – Sunday 27 September 
This trip is full, if you would like to be put on 
the waiting list in case of cancellation email 
paulolver@hotmail.com tel: 01432 761 693. 
 

CYPRUS 2016 (the Greek part of the island) 
Leader: Costas Xenophontos  
Provisionally 16 – 23 April 2016 
Cyprus is world famous for one of the 
world’s best preserved ophiolite sequence 
displayed in the Troodos. This will form the 
core of the trip but will also include the 
Mammonia Complex, highly deformed 
sequences of Triassic to Cretaceous age 
which were emplaced in their present 
position during late Cretaceous times. It will 
be a pleasure to be led by Costas (retired 
senior geologist with the Cyprus Geological 
Survey) who has led a huge number of 
geologists from different countries over a 
long period of time and who has published 
widely on this island.  
Cost & booking: Tentative cost on a half 
board basis at a good quality hotel including 
transport and entries where applicable - 
£1,200. Please register your interest with the 
GA office. 
 
 

LANZAROTE  
Thursday September 22 to Thursday 
September 29 2016 
Leader: Hilary Downes 
A fieldtrip to a volcanic island with lava 
tubes, scoria cones, frozen lava lakes, "walk-
in" volcanoes, volcanic collapse, climate and 
sea-level change, and one of the largest 
basaltic eruptions in recorded history. Easy 
walking access to all localities. Lots of 
discussion of volcanic processes and the 
interaction of a volcanic island and its 
surrounding ocean 

 

GA LOCAL GROUPS (LG) & AFFILIATED 
SOCIETIES 
 
Amateur Geological Society 
www.amgeolsoc.webspace.virginmedia.com
/Live_Site/Home.html  
Bath Geological Society 
www.bathgeolsoc.org.uk  
Jun 4 William Smith’s earliest career to 1810 – Prof 
Hugh Torrens 
Jun 13 Field meeting William Smith day: Tucking Mill 
along the Somerset Coal Canal – Dr David Workman 
Jul 2 The Palaeocene – Eocene thermal 
maximum: a geological insight into what is 
to come? – Dr Stephen Grimes 
Jul 4 Field meeting: Black Mountain from 
Brynamman to Llangadog – Dr Geraint Owen 
Belfast Geologists’ Society 
www.belfastgeologists.org.uk  
Black Country Geological Society 
www.bcgs.info  
Jun 13 Feld meeting: Rock around The 
Wrekin -Andrew Jenkinson 
BCGS 40th Anniversary 
Jul 4, 10.30 - 3.30 at Dudley Museum and Art 
Gallery 
Brighton & Hove Geological Society 
www.bhgs.org 
Bristol Naturalists’ Society 
www.bristolnats.org.uk 
Cambridgeshire Geology Club (LG) 
www.cambridgeshiregeologyclub.org 
Carn Brea Mining Society 
www.carnreaminingsociety.org.uk 
Jun 16 The Society Army – John Joliffe 
Cheltenham Mineral and Geological Society  
http://cmgs.yolasite.com/society.php 
Cumberland Geological Society 
www.cumberland-geol-oc.org.uk 
Cymdeithas Daeaeregwyr Grwp De Cymru: 
South Wales Geologists’ Association (LG)  
www.swga.org.uk 
Cymdeithas Y Daeaereg Gogledd Cymru: 
North Wales Group Geologists’ Association 
(LG)  
www.ampyx.org.uk/cdgc/cdgc.html 
Devonshire Association (Geology Section) 
www.devonassoc.org.uk 
Jun 5-7 Annual meeting in Tavistock 
Jun 21 Field meeting: South Hams to 
Thurlestone – Dr Mark Anderson 
Jul 5 Field meeting: Jurassic coast boat trip 
from Exmouth – Dr Richard Scrivener 
Jul 18 Field meetings: Padstow/Daymer Bay 
Quaternary sites – Frank Howie 
Dinosaur Society 
www.dinosaursociety.com 
Dorset Group (LG) 
www.dorsetgeologistsassociation.com 
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Jun 6 Field meeting: Dartmoor granite – Alan 
Holiday 
Jul 18 Field meeting: Chairman’s picnic 
Dorset Natural History & Archaeological 
Society 
Contact Jenny Cripps 
Jenny@dorsetcountymuseum.org 
Earth Science Teacher’s Association 
www.esta-uk.net  
East Herts Geology Club 
ehgc.org.uk 
East Midlands Geological Society 
www.emgs.org.uk 
Jun 17 Nottingham Building Stones – Steve 
Parry and Graham Lott 
Jun 25 Holwell Reserve near Melton 
Mowbray – Keith Ambrose 
Jul 2 Masson Hill – Colin Bagshaw 
Jul 18 Brassington area – Jim Ridings  
Aug 23 Intra Anglian-Devensian event of 
Fenland and the Wolds – Allan Straw and 
Peter Worsley. 
Edinburgh Geological Society 
www.edinburghgeolsoc.org 
Essex Rock and Mineral Society 
www.erms.org 
Farnham Geological Society (LG) 
www.farnhamgeosoc.org.uk  
Jun 7 Field meeting: Cheerhill & Uffington 
geo—archaeology -Mike Rubra & Graham 
Williams 
Jun 12 Moon rocks: their origin and 
evolution – Dr William Joyce 
Jul 4 Field meeting Beds in Bedfordshire- 
Haydon Bailey (GA President) & Graham 
Williams 
Jul 10 Members Evening  
Aug 9 -15 Field meeting Scotland Dumfries 
and Galloway. 
Friends of the Sedgwick Museum, 
Cambridge 
www.sedgwickmuseum.org/activities/ 
friends.html  
Geological Society of Glasgow 
www.geologyglasgow.org.uk 
Geological Society of Norfolk 
www.norfolkgeology.co.uk 
Harrow & Hillingdon Geological Society (LG) 
www.hhgs.org.uk  
Jun 10 That sinking feeling: geology, people 
and subsidence – Dr Philip Collins 
Jul 8 Volcanoes, tropical seas, glaciers and 
giants - the geology of the Essex coast – Bill 
George  
Jul 9-14 Field meeting: Cornwall – Paul Olver 
Aug 12 Members Evening: Walking through 
historic Pinner   
Aug 15 Field meeting: Riddlesdown chalk 
quarry & Croham Hurst Croydon – Paul 
Sowen 
Hastings and District Geological Society 
http://hastingsgeology.btck.co.uk  
Jun 14 Field trip  
Jul 26 Field trip: Rock-a-Nore – Ken Brooks, 
Peter Austen & Ed Jarzembowski  
Aug 16 Barbecue 
Hertfordshire Geological Society (LG)  
www.hertsgeolsoc.ology.org.uk  
Jun 11 Earth Science teaching: firm 
foundations or shifting sands – Dr Tom 
Argles  

Jun 13 Field meeting: Kensworth Quarry, Little 
Heath & Berkhamsted Puddingstone – Dr 
Haydon Bailey, Dr John Catt & Clive Maton  
Jul 4 Field meeting: Kensworth Quarry – Dr 
Haydon Bailey  
Jul 9 William Smith in the Three Counties – Dr 
Peter Banham 
Aug 1 Annual Summer Event 
Horsham Geological Field Club  
www.hgfc.uwclub.net/Index.html  
Jun 10 A Year in the Life of a Geologist – Bob 
Chandler  
Jul 8 Geology and the Engineer – Mr Michael 
Callow  
Huddersfield Geology Group 
www.huddersfieldgeology.org.uk 
Hull Geological Society 
www.hullgeolsoc.org.uk 
Jun 14 Field meeting: Victoria Cave and 
Warrendale – Ian Heppenstall 
Jul 10 Field meeting & evening picnic 
Mappleton – Mike Horne 
Aug 2 Field meeting: Filey Brigg – Mike Horne 
& Rodger Connell 
Aug 29 Roadshow at Hornsea Museum Mike 
Horne  
The Jurassic Coast 
www.jurassiccoast.com 
Kent Geologists’ Group of the Geologists’ 
Association (LG)  
www.kgg.org.uk  
The Kirkaldy Society (Alumni of Queen Mary 
College) (LG) Contact Mike Howgate 020 8882 
2606 Email: mehowgate@hotmail.com or 
kirksoc@sky.com 
Lancashire Group of the Geologists’ 
Association (LG) 
www.lancashire-geologists.co.uk  
Leeds Geological Association 
www.leedsga.org.uk 
Leicester Literary & Philosophical Society 
(Geology)  
www.charnia.org.uk  
Liverpool Geological Society 
www.liverpoolgeologicalsociety.org.uk 
Manchester Geological Association 
www.mangeolassoc.org.uk 
Mid Wales Geology Club 
www.midwalesgeology.org.uk 
Mid Week Geology Club in Yorkshire 
http://mwggyorkshire.webspace.virginmedia. 
com 
Mole Valley Geological Society (LG) 
www.mvgs.org.uk  
Jun 11 Summer Soiree: Members evening of 
mini-lectures with Pimms and chilled wine 
Jun 20 Field trip to Abingdon Farringdon & 
Oxford University Museum – Graham Williams 
Jul 11 Field trip to Newlands Corner: The 
Clandon – Albury traverse – Dr Diana Wrench 
Newbury Geological Study Group 
www.ngsg.org.uk 
Norfolk Mineral & Lapidary Society 
http://norfolkminandlapsoc.homestead.com/ 
North Eastern Geological Society 
www.northeast-geolsoc.50megs.com 
North Staffordshire Group of the Geologists' 
Association (LG) 
www.esci.keele.ac.uk/nsgga/  
Open University Geological Society 
www.ougs.org  
Oxford Geology Group (LG) 

www.oxgg.org.uk 
Reading Geological Society (LG) 
www.readinggeology.org.uk 
Jun 1 Evening geological ramble – local leader 
Jun 13 Field meeting: Cretaceous of 
Hertfordshire Dr Haydon Bailey, Dr John Catt & 
Clive Maton  
Jul 6 Exceptionally preserved Cambrian fossils 
Early animal life and world heritage in Yunnan 
– Prof Derek Siveter 
Jul 19 Field meeting Durdle Door & Lulworth 
Dorset – Edmund Shirley 
Aug 16 Field meeting: Mendips – Dr D 
Robinson 
Aug 3 Evening Geological ramble – Lesley 
Dunlop 
Sept 18-21 Field weekend: East Anglia Part 2 
Suffolk – Peter Worsley 
Royal Geological Society of Cornwall 
www.rgsc.org.uk  
The Russell Society 
www.russellsoc.org 
Shropshire Geological Society 
www.shropshiregeology.org.uk  
Sidcup Lapidary and Mineral Society 
www.sidcuplapminsoc.org.uk  
Southampton Mineral and Fossil Society 
www.sotonminfoss.org.uk  
Stamford and District Geological Society 
www.stamfordgeolsoc.org.uk 
Teme Valley Geological Society 
www.geo-village.eu 
Ussher Society 
www.ussher.org.uk  
Warwickshire Geological Conservation Group:  
www.wgcg.co.uk 
West of England Group of the Geologists’ 
Association (LG)  
www.wega.org.uk  
West Sussex Geological Society (LG) 
www.wsgs.org.uk 
Jun 19 The Chalk aquifer: Present and Future – 
Nigel Hoad 
Jun 28 Annual Downland Walk – Tony Brook 
Jun 24 Building Stones of Steyning Church – 
David Bone 
Jul 12 William Smith in Sussex – John Lonergan 
Aug 9 Rock-a-Nore towards Fairlight – Ken 
Brooks 
Westmorland Geological Society 
www.westmorlandgeolsoc.co.uk 
Winchester Geology Society  
https://sites.google.com/site/winchestergeolo
gysociety/ 
The Woolhope, Hereford 
www.woolhopeclub.org.uk 
Jul 12 Goodrich area led by Beth Andrews &/or 
Elliot Carter  
Aug 18 Evening Building Stones walk in 
Ledbury’ – Dr Paul Olver. 
Yorkshire Geological Society  
www.yorksgeolsoc.org.uk 
May- Jun Yorkshire Geology Month 
Jun 20 - 21 Martyn Whyte Memorial meeting 
 
Other Events 
 
The William Smith map bicentenary 
 Look out for events near you 
 Details from the Geological Society  
www.geolsoc.org.ukgeolsoc.org.uk/Events/William-Smith-
Bicentenary 
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One of the most fascinating geomorphological phenomena in

Southern England are the “chalk streams”. They are a

globally rare habitat, important for wildlife including

threatened species such as the water vole. They were

historically important for water mills and water cress, a

legacy of which can be seen along the river Bulbourne

between Berkhamsted and Bourne End. The Bourne Gutter

only rarely has a visible flow, which like all the stream flows

is dependent on chalk ground water levels and reliant on

autumn/winter rainfall to maintain or generate spring and

summer flows. Ecologically important, these represent 85%

of chalk streams in the world, 40% of these are in

Hertfordshire.

The aquifers, and in turn the stream flow, are also impacted

by public water supply abstraction. In the South East of

England the chalk aquifers are very important for water

supply. This being one of the most densely populated areas

of the country; the aquifers are therefore under stress due to

the high demand for water. 

This article focuses on observations of stream flow through

the Bourne Gutter, located in Western Hertfordshire in the

Chilterns, during the winter of 2013 and principally in spring

2014. We can recall the press coverage reporting that in the

winter of 2013/2014 Southern England had experienced

exceptionally high rainfall. For some in the Thames Valley it

was traumatic; however in West Hertfordshire it was

fascinating to see flow through the Bourne Gutter which was

a consequence of the high rainfall. The Bourne Gutter (or

Hertfordshire Bourne) is an occasional tributary which rises

3km to the west of Berkhamsted (Figure 1). It flows into the

River Bulbourne at Bourne End, a small hamlet adjacent to

Hemel Hempstead, which in turn joins the River Gade at Two

Waters in Apsley.

The intermittent appearance of flow in the Bourne Gutter has

stimulated local folklore and legend. It is said to be one of

Hertfordshire’s ‘woe waters’ which only flows as a sign of

impending doom or war. There was also an idea that flow

appears in the Bourne Gutter on a seven year cycle, though

past records do not justify this. To date 2013 and 2014 have

been ‘lucky’ in that we have been able to witness stream flow

through the Bourne Gutter for the first time since 2007. To

the more enlightened a century ago the relationship between

stream water flow in the spring and rainfall the previous

autumn was appreciated (Catt, 2010, p. 271). Indeed, it has

been suggested that if local annual rainfall exceeds 32 inches

in the previous year there would be flow in the Bourne Gutter

the following winter or spring.

The Hertfordshire Bourne was made famous by John (later

Sir John) Evans, who was the first in 1878 to describe its

intermittent flow. Later, whenever flow was observed through

Opinion Article: Opinion Article: Observation of stream flow through the Bourne Gutter, Hertfordshire,Observation of stream flow through the Bourne Gutter, Hertfordshire,

Spring 2013 and 2014    Spring 2013 and 2014    

By: Nick PierpointBy: Nick Pierpoint

Magazine of the Geologists’ Association Vol. 14, No.2 201520

Figure 1: Bourne Gutter location map 
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the Bourne Gutter, it was visited by members of the

Hertfordshire Natural History Society, often under the

leadership of John Hopkinson.  

My observations recorded flow in the Bourne Gutter from

15th February 2014. The initial flow was from Mounts Rise

(Figure 2) and Culvert Rise downstream continuously to the

River Bulbourne in Bourne

End. By 1st March a large

pool at Culvert Rise

upstream of White Hill Lane

had appeared - in fact it

extended 300m and  5-30m

wide  to within 30-50m of

the property boundary at

Corner Spring described by

Glennie (1960) (SP.

988051). It extended back

through a stand of conifers,

which are 40-50 years old,

and were not mentioned by

Glennie (1960 & 1962).

They obscured the Larks

Rise spring (SP 995553)

which was not possible to

find.

Flow was continuous from

Banks Rise to the Bourne

Gutter / Bulbourne confluence in Bourne End on 8th March

2014. Incidentally this is a rather undignified culvert

discharging into a former water mill ‘leat run’ in the grounds

of the Watermill hotel in the hamlet.  The flow was continuous

across the meadow downstream of Bottom Farm in contrast

to the flow monitored in

2013.

Flow started to wane after

10th April 2014. The source

spring (Banks Rise) had

dried up by then and there

was no surface flow to

Corner Spring.  Also, the

large pool upstream of

Culvert Rise/ White Hill Lane

had significantly diminished

in size and depth. By the

18th May 2014 there was no

flow at Bottom Farm across

the ‘Buttercup’ meadow

whereas the previous week

(May 11th) flow had been

continuous from Culvert

Rise through to Bourne End.  

There was no evidence in

2014 of stream flow from the Hockeridge Bottom Rise (SP

983055) which is now under arable cultivation as opposed to

pasture downstream of Banks Rise (SP 989051).  It is

possible that local water extraction has been responsible

failure of the Hockeridge Bottom Rise. (I Glennie (1960).

Most of the springs in the Bourne Gutter catchment area are

thought to be in the upper reaches of the valley near the

contact between the Chalk Rock and the Lewes Nodular

Chalk, which have contrasting permeability characteristics.

The Chalk Rock is fissured/fractured whereas the Lewes

Nodular Chalk, which includes the Caburn and Southerham

Marls form barriers to water flow. The British Geological

Survey (1923) Sheet 238, Aylesbury and Hemel Hempstead,

shows much of the valley bottom from Bourne End to White

Hill as valley gravels; most likely these fluvial deposits are

Late Devensian in age (26-12 ka approx. (Figure 1). Chalk

Rock is shown on the valley floor at Banks Rise, in line with

the idea that the springs

rise at, or near, the contact

between the Chalk Rock and

the Lewes Nodular Chalk A

synthesis of ideas and

c o n t e m p o r a r y

understanding of the

hydrology in the area is

detailed by Catt (2010,

Chapter 9).

The level of the underlying

aquifer impacts on the

duration and extent of

stream flow. The timing of

when the aquifer is

recharged is also critical.

Heavy rainfall in the

summer does not recharge

the aquifer so efficiently due

the evaporation, vegetation

cover and transpiration e.g.

the summer of 2012 was wet and limited flow was observed

though the Bourne Gutter the following March to April 2013.

Whereas in the winter of 2013/14 heavy rainfall resulted in

full stream flow from the Banks Rise (SP 989051) all the way

to the confluence with the River Bulbourne at Bourne End.  

Monthly rainfall data were

provided by Rothamsted

Research, Harpenden,

which is 11 miles to the

east. This is not the nearest

weather station but it is

likely that major frontal

systems provide the critical

precipitation that recharges

the aquifer, and that

localised differences in

rainfall are not significant.

Monthly rainfall values at

Rothamsted since 1995 are

shown in Figure 4 and

periods of Bourne Gutter

flow are shown in red.

Precipitation over 80mm for

2-3 month period appears

too critical for flow, for

example flow in 2007, 2013

and 2014.

In March 2013 the stream front on the ‘Buttercup’ meadow

below Bottom Farm oscillated back and forth by 600ft over a

vertical range of 16ft.

This supports the idea that stream flow is not only from the

regional chalk acquifer but from the more efficient near

surface Devensian river gravels. These fluctuations were

particularly apparent shortly after periods of intense rain or

snowfall.

For interest I replicated some of the flow measurements 

Figure 3: Swallow hole at Bottom Farm –  flow spills
over and continues beneath the five bar gate

Figure 2: Mounts Rise – looking downstream
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documented by Glennie (1960, 1962). Four stations were

chosen to establish the flow contribution from Mounts

Riseand identify if there was any contribution from the

swallow-hole at Bottom Farm. The discharge flow rates and

stream temperatures was acquired at 4 stations (Figure 1). 

At Station 4 upstream of Mounts Rise (SP 995057) the flow

was 0.0697m3/sec and

below the spring (Station 3)

it was 0.0818m3/sec on the

same day, suggesting an

increase in discharge of

15% resulting from the

spring at Mounts Rise.

Figure 2 shows a visible

increase in the flow above

and below the spring. At

Station 2 downstream of the

swallow-hole at Bottom

Farm there was a further

16.5% increase in discharge

compared with Station 3.

This suggests the swallow-

hole at Bottom Farm was

being fed by another spring.

The difference in discharge

between the two sites on

Buttercup Meadow (Stations

2 and 1) was 6.9% (increase downstream), but this is

interpreted as a measure of natural variation in flow, not the

result of a further spring contribution.

Glennie (1961) quoted discharge data for sites from above

and below Mounts Rise. The figures quoted were 60,000

gals/hr (0.075 m3/sec)

above Mounts Rise and

140,000 gals/hr (0.176

m3/sec) below – implying

that 80,000 gals/hr were

coming from that spring,

which represents a 57%

increase in flow, much

greater than the 15%

increase observed in 2014.

The decrease in contribution

from Mounts Rise since

1961 may reflect the

increase in groundwater

drawdown over the last 50+

years.  

To help put some

perspective on stream

discharge in 2014, the rate

of 0.1053m3/sec measured

at Station 1 which would fill

an Olympic 50m swimming

pool in 6.5 hours.

Across the meadow there is a distinct channel 1-2m wide and

about 0.5m deep (Figure 6). This can be easily traced from

the Bottom Farm to the Old Quarry Pit – it  currently

delineates part of the County and European Constituency

boundary suggesting the flow in Bourne Gutter was more

significant and frequent in the past than it is currently.  

In common with most areas, the Chilterns are under

pressure from central government to increase housing stock

which in turn places pressure on natural resources such as

water. At present 60% of Hertfordshire’s water supply is

supplied from local aquifers and the shortfall fall made up

from piping water from Grafham Water. 

Based on field observations of stream flow in the Bourne

Gutter there is a distinct relationship between rainfall

distribution, the status of

the aquifer and geology. 

To recharge effectively the

aquifer rainfall must be in

excess of 80mm for 2-3

consecutive months during

the preceding autumn. This

is when vegetation cover,

transpiration rates and

evaporation levels are

lowest. This corresponds to

approximately 32” (810mm)

a year, which appears

sufficient to provide enough

water to initiate flow though

the Bourne Gutter. The

spring line is considered to

be the contact between the

Chalk Rock and the Lewes

Nodular Chalk. 

The story is more complex

and interrogation of local well data which relate to the aquifer

status is perhaps the next step to unravel our understanding

of water flow though the Bourne Gutter.

It should be noted that there has been no flow thought the

Gutter in 2015 which is no surprise given how dry the

2014/2015 winter has been.

I like to thank Dr John Catt

for his support and advice

during several visits to the

Bourne Gutter in the Spring

2014. 
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Figure 5: Before - ‘ Buttercup’ meadow  looking up
stream to Bottom Farm...

Figure 6: After ‘ Buttercup’ meadow looking up stream
to Bottom Farm
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Figure 4: Rothamsted Research Monthly rainfall January 2005 to April 2014
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The production of William Smith’s famous 1815

geological map, A Delineation of the Strata of England

and Wales, with part of Scotland …, was far from

straightforward. Encouraged by his friends in Bath,

Benjamin Richardson (1758-1832) and Joseph Townsend

(1739-1816), to publish his discoveries on the sequence

of strata and their contained fossils, Smith issued a

prospectus for a work on the strata of England and Wales

in 1801. But John Debrett (1753-1822), who had agreed

to publish it, was declared bankrupt and it was over ten

years before the cartographer John Cary (1755-1835)

offered to publish Smith’s map. The map and its

accompanying Memoir were eventually published in early

September 1815, and its distribution began to the 410

subscribers listed in the Memoir. However, few had paid in

advance, some refused to take their copies, and at least

ten had died during the map’s ten-year long gestation.

Those who did purchase a copy were not all sold the same

map; in addition to complaining to Cary about the

variable quality of some of the colouring, Smith continually

revised and altered the map, which must have been a source

of irritation to Cary. Despite this, Cary continued to support

Smith’s publishing of his cross sections, reduced map of

England and Wales, and county maps into the 1820s.

Although publication of the Geological Society’s map in

1820 must have impacted upon the sales of Smith’s map,

sheets of the map were still being printed in the 1820s and

several maps were produced in the late 1830s, just a few

years before Smith’s death in 1839. 

Evening Lecture Abstract: Mr Smith’s remarkable maps July, 2015

By: Tom Sharpe, Lyme Regis Museum & Cardiff University
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Saturday 21 March saw a good turnout for an enjoyable

early springtime field trip in Saltford and the immediate

locality led by Simon Carpenter and Richard Ashley.

Saltford is a large village located on the River Avon

between Bath and Bristol, in the south west of the UK.

Our mid morning briefing took place in a local pub and

included a surprising display of fossils collected from the

strata of the day, namely the Blue Lias and the White Lias.

In addition to examples of Ammonites, Simon presented

an impressive display of shark teeth that he had sieved

and collected from the Upper Triassic, Westbury beds of

Saltford.

The Great Western Railway  (GWR) runs through the

village in a deep cutting and short section of tunnel.

Railway construction works has historically provided

tremendous opportunities to view exposed strata and are

a great source of fossils.  Simon pointed out that frequent

landslipping in the main GWR cutting at Saltford had made

it necessary to stabilise the rock face with rock bolts and

netting.  This work was undertaken by Network Rail and

regrettably obscured much of the exposure including the

type section of the Saltford Shales.

The name Saltford is thought to have originated from

the location of a convenient ancient crossing for the River

Avon and probably used to be tidal, hence the connection

with salt.  Now the village is a thriving community with

plans to re-establish a station on the main railway line. 

Continuing the railway theme, a spur of the former

Midland Railway used to run between Bath and Bristol until

its closure in the 1960’s. It became part of the National

Cycle Network in 1986 and is enjoyed by over two million

cyclists and walkers each year.  A section of cutting hidden

behind undergrowth gave us the first opportunity to see

an exposure of the White Lias. This is a buff coloured fine-

grained limestone of late Triassic age.  In this exposure

the Sun Bed was clearly seen with evidence of

bioturbation in the form of U burrows.  The Sun Bed

results from a period of desiccation and oxidation giving it

a distinctive discoloured appearance.

Further to the west and crossing the 1868 Kelston

Bridge is a newly renovated (with funds from the

Geologists Association) and impressive exposure of Lower

Jurassic, Blue Lias strata comprising rhythmic deposits of

limestone and shale.  The rhythmic sequence of deposits

implies changes in sea level and/or depositional

environment were occurring on a regular basis in these

early Jurassic times.  Fossils present include bivalves and

ammonites although public accessibility generally means

these are now relatively scarce.  The exposure is the latest

in a planned series of geological exposures in the area

which will be part of a new walking geology trail.

An enjoyable lunch at the local riverside pub was

followed by perhaps the highlight of the trip. Local 

Field Meeting Report: Field Meeting Report: Saltford – Discovering and Promoting                 Saltford – Discovering and Promoting                 21st March 201521st March 2015

Local GeologyLocal Geology

Leaders:  Simon Carpenter & Richard AshleyLeaders:  Simon Carpenter & Richard Ashley Report: Nigel PickeringReport: Nigel Pickering

Figure 1: Exposure of Blue Lias (Disused Bristol-Bath

Midland Railway Line, Saltford) 

Figure 2: Exposure of Blue Lias in Dick’s Garden

Figure 3: Selection of Fossils from Exposure of Blue Lias

in Dick’s Garden
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geologist Dick Stabbins is in the enviable position of

having an impressive exposure of the Blue Lias within his

own back garden!  The exposure is predominantly fine-

grained light grey and buff limestone some 5m high by

approximately 100m in length.  Luckily being owned by an

enthusiast means that many of the fossils have been

saved and are still on site including numerous ammonites,

bivalves and some nautiloids.

Interestingly, in the nearby field were dozens of small

raised mounds dotted across the pasture.  These are

ancient ant hills inhabited by colonies of yellow meadow

ants. 

A short walk to higher ground revealed another potential

source of fossils although perhaps not as productive as in

previous times when regular ploughing and unearthing of

near surface rock fragments revealed ammonites,

belemnites and other fossil traces including bivalves.

Modern farming techniques have unfortunately reduced

the opportunities of such finds.

Of architectural and local history interest is St Mary’s

Church dating back to the 12th Century and Grade II listed

with tower dating back to Saxon times.  Nearby, to the west

of the Church is Saltford Manor House dating from 1160 and

said to be the oldest continuously inhabited house in England.

Our tour was rounded off by a brief walk through the village

where a number of buildings and boundary walls have

incorporated some fine examples of ammonites presumably

found locally within the Lias.

Our farewell gathering was at the remembrance cross

carved out of Pennant sandstone and located opposite a

classic architectural fine house built from Bath Stone and said

to have been occupied by Brunel during his time on the

construction of the Great Western Railway including the

Saltford Tunnel running under the village.  Thanks to Simon

Carpenter and Richard Ashley for guiding on this enjoyable

trip to find out more about the Lias and thanks to Dick

Stabbins for the opportunity to view the unique exposure in

his backyard. 

Figure 4: Fossil Ammonites as part of the Village

Architecture

Obituary:  Dr. Julia Hubbard
It may seem odd to refer to Julia as a “survivor” in the present context, but that is how she stands

in my memories of her as a student, a researcher, and as a colleague in the University of London.

Her death removes an outstanding academic from that complicated and administratively mad

circus.

At Bedford College, then in the leafy surroundings of Regent’s Park, she was one of a select group

of students coached by Grace Dunlop in classical Palaeontology particularly Carboniferous

brachiopods. It was probably the Grace connection which won Julia a strip of the Carboniferous of

County Clare for her PhD. In 1960, Clare and Donegal were the fiefdom of Professor Neville George,

parcelled out to his postgraduate school at Glasgow to produce at least six PhD’s. Survival No 1 in

my count must be Julia’s research which appeared duly in our Proceedings Vol. 77 Pt 2.

From Bedford College when it left the Park for Egham, Julia transferred to Kings College in The

Strand where John Prentice flew the flag for the Carboniferous. At this point, however, Julia

switched from the Viséan reefs of Clare for the study of live corals and their skeletal growth. It was

a time when Palaeontologists were making the present a true guide to the past, so studies took Julia to the active reefs of Florida

and the Caribbean. Equally adventurous her studies took her subaqua when that type of fieldwork was the arena of Cousteau and

Hans Haas. Her approach won the respect of Ginsburg and his school, which was a notable success for Julia. Sadly and dramatically,

however, diving brought an infection which took months to identify and check, and virtually was an end to fieldwork.

That it was checked must be Survival 2, with months of attendance at University College Hospital interspersed with sessions across

Gower Street in UCL. Treatments were sometimes a cause of strange hallucinatory effects which called for patience and strong

coffee. As if this were not enough, Survival No 3 soon followed. This can be identified with the decision of King’s College Geology

Dept. to leave the Strand and relocate with Royal Holloway at Egham. Julia decided not to go with the others, even though it offered

the opportunity to reunite with Grace her original mentor. Along with Jake Hancock, she argued that her contact was the College

rather than the Department, an argument which was accepted by the Council. In fact, Julia had made many contacts outside the

limits of the Geology Department and, unlike most of us, had entered into the committee work which goes into the Boards of Study

and the day to day working of University. It stood her in good stead in winning a role at King’s. The time which she had on her

hands allowed her to accept roles at both the Geological Society and at the Association, so she was a regular visitor to Burlington

House and the Royal Academy. Often to be found in the Library, she continued her interest in coral morphology, and latterly, History

of Geology, especially that of South Wales where she claimed Carmarthen/Cardiganshire affiliations.

Survivals toughened Julia to an extent that she was able to hold her own in academic company.  How she managed without the

cut-and-thrust of student classes, I shall never know, as I find it difficult in retirement. One can only hope that she found her

detachments (of her own choosing) the perfect recipe for a full life. That life certainly involved the Association in all of its activities.

Eric Robinson
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This was the third field meeting following the publication

of Prof Cope’s revised GA Guide No 22, Geology of the

Dorset Coast.   

We met up on the Isle of Portland, to be greeted by Mark

Godden FGS, Mine and Quarry Manager of Albion Stone plc,

one of the most active firms extracting the precious Portland

Stone. He generously guided us around Fancy Beach Quarry

and Jordans Mine.

Entering the quarry we came across blocks of stone

numbered and ready for collection. Anyone familiar with the

grand buildings of our cities will know the brilliant white Late

Jurassic oolitic limestone known as Portland Stone. The

point of it is that it is a freestone with consistent grain

density in three dimensions and without bedding or other

features so that the mason may work it at will. Despite this

they prefer to have it orientated “right way up”.  The tops of

the blocks were identifiable by natural Manganese staining.

The interesting geological features are in the boundaries

to the Portland formation. Here the base is covered but at

the top the transition to the Purbeck Group is through the

famous Roach with its characteristic fossils, the Portland

Screws and   “Osses’ ‘eads”  made popular as a facing stone

for many modern buildings (See Figure 1). This is overlain

by terrestrial deposits, now the overburden of the quarry,

the root structure penetrating though into the roof of the

mine.

Today much of the stone is extracted by cutting out of

galleries underground, to avoid the environmental damage

caused by removing the overburden. We entered the tunnels

- yet another geological site worthy of a Dr Who episode.

Apart from the giant machines cutting through the stone the

most interesting feature was a fossilised stream bed with a

shelly infill, demonstrating a dynamic environment. 

Outside we were fascinated by the new methods for

cutting out stone. Gone is powder and blast; in its place the

power of water under pressure, which can move rock! We all

peered into the resulting crack and the underground

watercourse that it revealed!  (See Figures 2 & front cover).

We made a quick pilgrimage to Portland Bill to view the

last stack remaining after the winter storms. Prof Cope

inducted us into the mystery of the Quaternary raised

beach, some 30m above sea level.

After lunch we made our way past Rufus Castle to Church

Ope Cove to view the dolomites; confusing to generations of

students who couldn’t make the ‘limestone’ fizz with the

application of HCl. Plentiful chert horizons gave the cliff a

zebra stripe.

Then we took the old railway line under Grove Cliff (on the

eastern side of Portland) to see the full succession from

Purbeck Group at the top, within which the

Jurassic/Cretaceous boundary lies, through the Portland

Stone and Portland Sand to the Kimmeridge Clay at the

Figure 3: Septarian nodule

Figure 1: The famous Roach with its characteristic
fossils, the Portland Screws and  “Osses’ ‘eads”

Figure 2: the underground watercourse is revealed
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(Photos: Martin Brown)(Photos: Martin Brown)
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bottom, a record of reducing sea levels at the end of the

Jurassic.

Present day biology included walkers, climbers, dogs and

buzzards.

Most of us fetched up in Weymouth for the evening.  The

town has much

improved from the

“kiss me quick” hats

and mods versus

rockers of my youth.

A good time was had

by all.

We met up on

Sunday morning at

Bowleaze Cove. Like

all good geologists

we walked on past

the "Beware Falling

Cliffs" sign below

Furzy Cliff; we did all

have our helmets

and high vis jackets

after all.   The

slumping brought

Corallian beds over

the Oxford clay,

exposing the Red

Nodule Beds.   Sadly

Professor Cope was

right and local

collectors had stripped the area of anything more than the

odd large Gryphea dilatata and the bivalve Modiolus

bipartitus. But we did come across the odd septarian nodule

(See Figure 3).

We drove on to

Ringstead, stopping

on the way to see the

topography created

by the Poxwell

Pericline. The

s t r a t i g r a p h y

demonstrates that

the folding occurred

during the Late

Cimmerian when the

Lower Greensand

was being laid down

further east. At the

eastern side of the

bay the Holworth

House Unconformity

was clearly visible

between the

southerly dipping

Gault, Upper

Greensand and

Chalk, overlying

northerly dipping

Kimmeridge Clay,

Portland and Purbeck groups.

We set off for a long and stimulating walk from Ringstead

to Osmington Mills, recommended so long as the tide is out.

We began on the Kimmeridge Clay and some were lucky

enough to find the Ringstead Clay within the Corallian

beneath, yielding large but altered ammonites. Prof. Cope

grew a little misty eyed at the sight of White Nothe, the

location for some of his early adventures in ammonite

collection.

The Corallian

succession exposed

in the cliffs from

Ringstead to

Osmington Mills is

highly varied and

exciting to look at, if

troublesome to walk

on.   The Sandsfoot

Grit and Clay gave

way to the Trigoniid-

rich Clavatella

formation.  Large

banks of shells are

seen in the fallen

blocks. (See Figure

4).

Next we found the

start of the

Osmington Oolite; in

the Nodular Rubble

M e m b e r .          

Thalassinoides had

done his work,

breaking up the

palaeo-surface and making it hard to walk on.  Beneath lay a

series of alternating grits and clays, thought to be laid down

in lagoonal environments.   Most impressive was the Bencliff

Grit Member, a cross

bedded sand with

i m p r e s s i v e

concretions know as

"doggers". (See

Figure 5).

At certain points

oil seeps through the

sand, painting the

cliffs in varied

colours.

Following the cliff

path on the way

back we passed by

"Faraways", the

bungalow where

Arkell wrote the

Weymouth memoir.

War delayed him but

it also brought

excitement to the

area in the form of

one of the early

Radar stations.

It is hoped that

Prof. Cope will lead

additional field excursions to the Upper Jurassic of Portland in

the near future.

Figure 4: The Trigoniid-rich Clavatella Formation

Figure 5: the Bencliff Grit Member, a cross bedded sand with
impressive concretions know as "doggers"
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William Smith Meeting in honour of J. H. Callomon

Wednesday September 30th to Friday October 2nd 2015

At Sherborne Castle

In the year 2015 we celebrate the bicentenary of William Smith’s map of England and Wales. I have been asked on
behalf of DGAG to organise an event that will celebrate Smith’s work and the part played by Dorset geology. The work
of the Wessex Cephalopod Club was directed and enthusiastically undertaken by the late John Callomon and it is to
his credit that many refinements have been made to the rocks displayed on Smiths Map.

The event will comprise four days of field trips to sites (some normally not available) mostly in the Middle and Lower
Jurassic. An evening program will be arranged including visits to private displays, talks and the World Heritage
Jurassic Coast. Please be aware that this event is not intended to be an academic symposium, rather a gathering of
John’s friends to remember his work, see some of the geological highlights of the area and to give short talks on your
current topics of interest. The Callomons (all three brothers including the one in USA) are all willing to help and
contribute to the meeting by giving talks.

Day 1: Wednesday 30th September 2015
Coffee

Morning: 10.00 -13:00 Scientific session 1 at the Orangery, Sherborne Castle. 

To include a coffee/ tea break.  

Afternoon: Free time in Sherborne to view the town and to visit Grulke Museum at 14:30

Evening:  A visit to the Wessex Cephalopod Club collections at The Whicher Museum followed by 
a welcome BBQ.

Day 2: Thursday 1st October 2015
Morning: Field trip to south Dorset (packed lunch required), car sharing highly essential

Leaders: Robert Chandler & John Whicher

Evening: We hope to organize a visit to an Indian Restaurant in Sherborne or you may wish to make 
your own arrangements

Day 3: Friday 2nd October 2015: 
Morning – Scientific Session 2 10.00 - 13.00

Lunch 13:00 - 14:00

Afternoon: 14:00: Frogden Quarry visit. This is one of the only working quarries in the Inferior Oolite in 
Dorset

Evening: 18:30  Final dinner at the Rose & Crown Bradford Abbas

Day 4: Saturday 3rd October 2015:
Optional tour of the Jurassic Coast (An additional transport fee will apply

Chandler & Whicher intend to produce a high quality booklet available at the meeting. It will include pictures of
ammonites in the Wessex Cephalopod Club Collection and short accounts of Callomon’s work on dimorphism, faunal
horizons and ammonite variability. The booklet will cost no more than £20 (depending on demand) A digital group photo
taken at the meeting will be sent on afterwards to avoid postage costs.

Robert Chandler and John Whicher; on behalf of the Dorset Geologists’ Association Group

NB : Our own members plus delegates from as far afield as China and Germany will attend. We now have a full world
class audience! There is currently a waiting list in operation for the event.
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RockWatch NewsRockWatch News Report & Photos: Susan BrownReport & Photos: Susan Brown

During the early spring Rockwatch (the junior club of the

GA) has been out and about at public events and on

member only field trips. Our first field trip of the season, to

a Rockwatch favourite site, Shorncote Quarry in the

Cotswolds, was highly successful. In addition to our young

Rockwatchers and their parents, we were delighted to

welcome representatives from two of our splendid

supporters - Tony Doré of Statoil and Mick Oates of BG

group, which had supplied new hard hats for the start of our

2015 season. Our sponsor representatives have not lost

their youthful enthusiasm as you can see from their arrival

at the quarry! We had a big group and lots of fossils were

found including Macrocephalites, Pholadomya and lots of

brachiopods all of which thrilled the youngsters. Our thanks

to quarry manager, Danny Houghton and Hills Quarry

Products for allowing us to

visit this quarry. 

Our most recent field trip, to

Whitman’s Hill Quarry in

Herefordshire, was our first to

this site, thanks to Mark

O’Dell and Mark Baggott for

leading it. Thanks, too, to

Herefordshire and

Worcestershire Geology Trust

for their splendid display of

local fossils and information

on the local geology which the

group enjoyed during the

lunch break in Storridge

Village Hall. The group

collected some splendid fossils

from the Silurian mudstones

of Coalbrookdale Formation

and Much Wenlock Limestone Formation in the quarry and,

from time to time during the day, watched some spectacular

flying from the pair of nesting peregrine falcons on the cliff

face opposite the fossil collection site. A superb complete

trilobite was found in the Wenlock Formation and a

monograptolite was also found which is unusual for this site

apparently. Additionally many trilobite pieces, corals,

bryozoans, gastropods, crinoid ossicles and brachiopods

were found, many of them from the fossil reef or bioherm,

in the rock face at the back of the collecting area.  

Our public events so far this year have been the annual

National Science & Engineering Week with BGS colleagues

at their HQ in Keyworth. We demonstrated ‘Geology in Your

Shopping Basket’ to some 900 school children from the East

Midlands during the event and ran a range of Rockwatch

activities at the Family Fun Day on the Saturday including

racing trilobites, making Jurassic dioramas and fossil plaster

casting, ensuring visitors left with their own special fossil

replica! I would like to record my personal thanks to BGS

colleagues and Rockwatch parents and children who all so

kindly and uncomplainingly stepped into the breach and

continued running these activities when I had to return

home to deal with a family medical emergency. Thanks to

all of you, everything went very smoothly.

This year, the Lyme Regis Fossil Festival had as its theme

‘Mapping the World’ to support the bicentenary of the

publication William Smith’s Geological Map, the world’s first

ever geological map was produced entirely by this one man.

What an amazing achievement. There are further activities

throughout the country during 2015 to mark the

Bicentenary, so look out for any near you. Rockwatch spent

the first day running activities for local primary schools,

with fossil handling activities based on the fossils Smith

would have used as stratigraphic markers, playing the game

of ‘pundibs’ with fossils such as Smith and his friends would

have played with as boys, learning how to make a 3D

geological map with plasticene and an excellent on-going

powerpoint presentation about Smith. The final 2 days of

the Festival were public days

during which we had lots of

visitors keen to handle fossils,

make Jurassic dioramas, see

how to make 3D geological

maps and much more which

kept all of us too busy, in the

main, to be too distracted by

the very cold weather, albeit

sunny on one of the days!

After the festival closed on

the Saturday, Rockwatch

members and their parents

were treated to a private

‘behind the scenes’ visit to the

Lyme Regis Museum. Chris

Andrew, the Museum’s

Education Officer gave a super

tour and talk about the

Museum’s specimens and Tom Sharpe, expert on William

Smith from the National Museum of Wales, gave a special

talk and showing of William Smith’s own hand-painted

geological section maps in the original book form which

eventually made up the complete map whose bicentenary is

being celebrated in 2015. This was a very special privilege

for our members and we are very grateful to Chris, Tom and

David Tucker, the Director of the Lyme Regis Museum for

organising this for us. Unfortunately not one of my

photographs on the evening event are in focus, but that

notwithstanding, it was most certainly an evening to

remember.

In the next issue of the GA Magazine, I shall be reporting

on some of the very exciting activites, field trips and events

that Rockwatch will be involved with or running specifically

for its members during the summer.

As ever, we are so grateful to the host of willing and

experienced geologists who give their time so willingly to

help support and encourage our young Rockwatch

members, many of whom will be the geologists of the

future, as indeed a number of our former members are

already practising geologists in a number of different

professional areas of the Earth sciences.

Figure 1: Rockwatch group at Shorncote
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Rockwatch Young Writer CompetitionRockwatch Young Writer Competition Highly Commended, 2014Highly Commended, 2014

Then and Now: Geology’s Gender RiftThen and Now: Geology’s Gender Rift By: Coco HugginsBy: Coco Huggins

In September 2006 Dr Dervilla Donnelly,

Chairman of the Dublin Institute of

Advanced Studies, made a bold statement:

“Women are no longer discriminated

against in Science”; but to what extent is

this actually true of women in geology? And

how has the situation changed over the

course of the discipline’s history? 

In the past- arguably right up to the end

of the 20th Century, it is clear that female

geologists were not given the same

opportunities to excel in their discipline as

their male counterparts. At the end of the

19th century, there were still only 2

establishments where women could study

geology at degree level- Newham College,

Cambridge and Bedford College, London,

whose student populations represented

opposite ends of the social spectrum. 

The distinct lack of higher education facilities for women

reflects the majority view of the time that women were

somehow less academically capable. This is demonstrated

clearly by Sir Roderick Murchison (a former head of the

Geological Society) in his private journals when he remarks

that ‘Men of intellect can employ themselves better than in

teaching women how to begin in science’. Many were also of

the opinion that men and women were not only physically but

also mentally fundamentally different and as such should not

partake in the same activities: “A perfect man and a perfect

woman ought no more to resemble each other in mind than

in features” (Rousseau). 

Not all people or organisations were as hostile towards

women’s progression in science as others however. The

London based Geologists’ Association for example, famously

not only allowed female members to join the society from its

foundation in 1858, but also gave members of both genders

equal rights. This contrasts hugely

with the policies of The Geological

Society and The Royal Society,

which only accepted female

members in 1919 when they were

forced by law to do so. The British

Geological Survey (originally the

Ordnance Geological Survey) had

similar attitudes, refusing to employ

any female graduate in its scientific

staff until 1943, when Miss Eileen

Guppy became an assistant

geologist- the first woman to do so

after several failed attempts by

others. Another 30 years would

have to pass before the decidedly

archaic policy of only allowing

unmarried female staff was

abolished 1975- almost 150 years

after its establishment. Archival

evidence suggests that even when

women were allowed to participate in the

collection and publication of geological

fieldwork, they were not credited as it was

felt that their input might undermine the

credibility of the publication in the eyes of

the predominantly male public readership

and fellow geologists. Many have suggested

that this is why the general public is largely

unaware of many of the discoveries made

by female geologists, like Ethel Woods and

Margaret Crosfield in the late 19th and

early 20th century, who even published

works together in their own right. This

trend is true across all fields of science as

shown by Burek and Higgs in a 2004

survey, where 500 participants in the UK

and other parts of Europe were asked to

name 10 female scientists. Typical

respondents were only able to name 1 or 2, with none of

those surveyed being able to name the full 10 asked for. The

most popular female geologist named was Mary Anning, but

even she was only named by 10% of those surveyed in the

UK despite being fundamental in the development of

palaeontology. 

What is the Situation like today?

As the situation for women in the workplace in general has

changed, so has the situation for women in geological fields.

However even though 67% of women aged 16-64 were in

work in 2013, up from 53% in 1971, women are still under-

represented in geology and other physical sciences. 

This is partly because the number of female candidates

taking key subjects needed for degrees in geology such as

physics is even lower than you might expect.  In 2014, only

just over 20% of A Level Physics exam candidates were

female, with girls being out numbered 4:1. In the same year

only 35.2% of students who took the most important

subjects for geology (Chemistry,

Physics, Mathematics and Further

Mathematics) were female. Despite

this, the number of female Physical

Science undergraduates in 2010 was

42.6% of the total. Although there is

not a totally even gender balance,

there has still been a substantial

change from even several decades

ago. This could mean that although

there were fewer girls taking the

core subjects associated with the

physical sciences, a greater

percentage of those female students

were successful in getting their place

at university, perhaps because they

out-performed their class mates by

achieving more A* - C grades in key

subjects needed.

However, as one 2011 US-

published study from Yale suggests,

Figure 1: Pie Chart showing proportion
of male and female students taking key

subjects needed for Physical Science
Degree (Mathematics, Further

Mathematics, Chemistry and Physics)

30
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Curry Fund ReportCurry Fund Report Susan BrownSusan Brown

At the March meeting of the Curry Fund we had ten

applications of which two were refused, one offered an

interest-free loan repayable within two years, two had

decisions deferred pending further information and five were

awarded grants. 

The application from the Cockburn Geological Museum,

University of Edinburgh for a grant of £2,596.50 for

digitisation of archive photographs and glass slides covering

the life and times of 20th Century geologists was refused.

Suggestions were offered for alternative funding sources. The

Falconer Museum in Forres requested a grant of £2,457.24

towards the cost of managing and developing an existing

geological collection of which many of the specimens were

donated by Hugh Falconer one of the Museum’s founders

from his travels to India during the 1830’s. The application

was refused but suggestions were offered for alternative

sources of funding.

A grant of £500 was offered to the Peak District National

Park Authority towards the cost of leaflets on Geological

Interpretation of Peak District Trails and on production of

plaques for way-marking of the trails. Warwickshire Museum

was offered a grant of £1,200 towards elements of its major

new Ichthyosaur project aimed at enhancing visitors

including school visits, to the Museum. The Geological

Curators’ Group was offered a grant of £ 1,000 for its exciting

new travelling outreach activities project. A grant of £600

was offered to Kents Caverns in Torquay for production of

geological interpretation panels as part of its GeoSpiral

exhibition explaining the geological history the English

Riviera’s Global Geopark. Abberley and Malvern Hills Geopark

was offered a grant of £500 towards publicity for its

forthcoming summer GeoFest events. 

Applications from the Charnia Research Group for support

for resources for research and from the Geologists’

Association for a field guide on the Devonshire Marbles were

deferred pending further information. Nina Morgan and Philip

Powell were offered an interest-free loan of £1,000 repayable

within two years, rather than a grant, towards the cost of

producing a book on ‘The Geology of Oxford Gravestones’. 

Further meetings this year will be on the second Friday of

June, September and December. Applications are to be in the

GA office by the 20th of each month preceding the meeting.

Guidelines and the application form are on the GA website.

We do look forward to hearing from you but recommend that

you have a look at the Guidelines before submitting an

application and we will be happy to help with any queries you

may have before submission of your grant request. 
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although some of the gender imbalance can be explained by

the lower number of female candidates,  there may still be a

level of prejudice remaining. When a selection of scientists

were given identical job applications, half of which were

labelled as that of a female and

the other of a male applicant, the

former were consistently rated

significantly below the latter

across all 3 sets of assessment

criteria (Competence, hireability

and mentoring potential), despite

the contents of all the

applications being exactly the

same. The study also discovered

that the applications labelled as

belonging to female applicants

were given an offer of $4,000 less

as a base salary on average than

the male applicants. As NYT

journalist and Yale physics

graduate Eileen Pollack pointed

out in a 2013 article, the ‘study goes a long way toward

providing hard evidence of a continuing bias against women

in the sciences’.

However, it is clear that even despite a legacy of past

prejudices remaining, the situation for women in geology has

changed and is still changing. Some will no doubt point out

that a gender pay gap still remains in the field, a possible

reflection of remaining prejudice, but arguably that this is

because the average age of the female compared to male

employee is much lower. This means the women in question

have had less time to climb up the career ladder, have less

experience and might therefore be less qualified. This is

shown in the low number of female professors in the UK- only

1 in 5 and the much more equal balance when we consider

all posts in higher education institutions, which is much closer

to the 50/50 mark. 

Furthermore, around 15 years

ago, 75% of female geologists

were under 40, showing how

much of a surge there has been in

the number of women in geology

over 30 years prior to 1997 when

the Geological Society collected

the data. This rise reflects the

increase in the level of gender

equality in higher education, with

a massive increase in the number

of women being able to attend

university and, more importantly,

changing attitudes towards the

place of women in society.

Statistics on Geological Society

membership support this trend. Overall only 17% of

Geological Society fellows and 7% of fellows aged 51-55 were

female in 2006. However, the figure shoots up to 46% for

fellows aged 21-25. Although the former statistic shows that

there is definitely still a large gender imbalance in geology,

the latter is suggestive of a much higher level of gender

equality in the new generation of geologists compared to 30

or so years ago and indicates that the number of female

fellows will continue to increase over the next few decades, a

positive signal that more women are entering the field.

Figure 2: Bar Graph showing average scores
from 2011 Study taken from a PNAS Journal
publication (author: Corinne A. Moss-Racusin

and colleagues)
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